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Abstract  

This thesis is dedicated to glottalisation in Scottish Gaelic, recorded in various south-western dialects. 

Glottalisation has been reported to occur, optionally or inconsistently, between a stressed short vowel 

and another vowel, in hiatus or with an intervening consonant, but not in svarabhakti groups. Less 

commonly, it is found in other contexts, for example, after a long vowel. It has been described either 

as glottal stop or a period of creaky phonation. This thesis presents the results of an analysis of two 

types of primary sources – the dialectological materials (word lists) collected in the mid-20th century 

as part of the Survey of the Gaelic dialects of Scotland, and the audio recordings of native speakers 

made about the same time in different areas by the School of Scottish Studies. The data obtained from 

the SGDS records was expected to help determine the geographical area in which glottalisation occurs, 

its frequency in particular dialects, and the phonological contexts in which it occurs in these dialects. 

A closer examination of various types of examples, considering other related linguistic phenomena 

(such as epenthesis), was expected to answer the question of the phonological status of glottalisation 

in Gaelic dialects. The audio recordings were used for phonetic analysis aiming to provide a phonetic 

description of Gaelic glottalisation, and to find out whether it is related to other prosodic phenomena, 

such as stress and pitch.  
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0. Introduction  

A form of glottalisation has been recorded in the south-western Scottish Gaelic dialects, spoken in 

the islands south of Eriskay and Skye (including Arran), and in parts of mainland Argyll, mostly 

along its western coast. It was first reported to occur after a stressed short vowel, either in hiatus or 

preceding certain sonorants, in dialects such as Arran, Gigha, and Islay.1 Impressionistically, Gaelic 

glottalisation usually sounds like a glottal stop and it has often been described as such, especially in 

earlier publications.2 The same term was used in the SGDS questionnaire (section 27d). In more recent 

studies, it has been described as a period of creaky voice rather than a distinct segment.3 Relatively 

little has been written on Scottish Gaelic glottalisation. It is addressed, usually briefly, in a number 

of books or articles dedicated to particular dialects (see §2), but no detailed research, involving data 

from a variety of dialects, has been carried out yet.  

The objective of this thesis is to contribute to the general understanding of Gaelic glottalisation by 

providing answers to the following questions: (1) What are the dialects in which glottalisation occurs? 

(2) In which phonological contexts does it occur? (3) Is there any dialectal variation based on the 

context of glottalisation? (4) What is its most common phonetic realisation and does it vary across 

dialects? (5) Is glottalisation related to prosodic phenomena such as stress or pitch? (6) Does the 

presence of phonetic voicing play any role in its realisation? (7) Is glottalisation a purely phonetic 

phenomenon or a phonological feature? (8) What is the historical origin of glottalisation in Scottish 

Gaelic? Due to the limited scope of this thesis, some of these issues will not be discussed in great 

detail.  

 

0.1. Primary sources  

A large part of this thesis is based on the analysis of the dialectological materials collected mainly 

between the years 1950 and 1963, as part of the Linguistic survey of Scotland. The phonological data, 

which is only a part of these materials, was published in 1994-1997, in a five-volume atlas titled 

Survey of the Gaelic Dialects of Scotland.4 After the dialects in which glottalisation occurs had been 

identified by the initial examination of the published lists, the digitised copies of the original SGDS 

fieldwork records (questionnaires) from the majority of the relevant survey points were obtained from 

the School of Scottish Studies. However, the original records from a number of points do not exist 

 
1 See e.g. Holmer (1938; 1957).  

2 Holmer (1938; 1957; 1962); Jones (2006); Iosad (2015).  

3 Scouller (2017); Morrison (2019).  

4 SGDS I-IV.  
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anymore and the corresponding fair copies have not been digitised. Since the latter were impossible 

to access until a fairly late phase of this research, due to Covid 19 restrictions, the published lists were 

used as the source of data for a number of dialects (see Appendix 2). The fair copies were examined 

only briefly after the rest of the data had already been processed – primarily in order to find out if 

they might contain any interesting notes written by fieldworkers, concerning glottalisation or other 

related phenomena.  

Another source of data was the audio recordings of native Gaelic speakers published on Tobar an 

Dualchais, the online resource dedicated to Scotland’s cultural heritage.5 For the purpose of this 

project, 36 recordings of various dialects – mainly ones in which glottalisation was expected to occur 

– were identified on TanD, and audio files in the .wav format were obtained from the School of 

Scottish Studies (see Appendix 3). These recordings were made in the period between the years 1950 

and 1980 (mostly in the 1950s and 1960s) and many of the contributors were born before 1900, so 

their speech reflected the traditional dialects, similar to those represented in SGDS.  

 

0.2. Data analysis  

The analysis of the fieldwork records identified 936 words or short phrases containing any of the 

phonological contexts in which glottalisation had been attested in Gaelic dialects. A great majority of 

these words or phrases are represented by questionnaire headwords. A few words occur in more than 

one section of the questionnaire, e.g. abhainn, balach, coire, tobar; and different realisations of the 

same word have sometimes been recorded in the same dialect, including the presence of glottalisation. 

In any case, all instances of the same word were included in the analysis. The informants occasionally 

provided responses that differed from the questionnaire headwords, e.g. coimhearsnach for nàbaidh, 

or mughairle for adhbrann, in some southern dialects. Such responses were also included in the 

analysis if they contain a context which triggers glottalisation (as the two afore-mentioned examples 

do). Additional examples were found in marginal notes written by the fieldworkers. A few 

questionnaires contain incomplete phonological data, collected at additional survey points or from 

other informants, which have not been published in the SGDS volumes. All these were considered to 

be a valuable source of information on glottalisation and were included in the analysis. Instead of the 

17 unavailable questionnaires, the materials from the published lists were used. These included 267 

words containing various phonological contexts in which glottalisation had been found to occur. It 

has to be mentioned that not all of these words (or phrases) have been attested at all survey points so 

 
5 www.tobarandualchais.co.uk.  
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the number of recorded examples was usually much lower than 936 (or 267 in the case of the 

published lists).  

The relevant words and phrases were listed then in an Excel spreadsheet with a separate column for 

each survey point, and the presence or absence of glottalisation was indicated for each one of them 

in accordance with the data from each survey point. The presence of certain hiatus symbols was also 

indicated since they were thought to represent a form of glottalisation (see §3). Different codes were 

used depending on the type of context because the realisation of words (especially those that involve 

the reflexes of Old Gaelic voiced fricatives, see §4.1.) can differ considerably in various dialects. The 

frequency of glottalisation was then calculated for each context and survey point. These values were 

expected to reveal a pattern in the geographical distribution of dialects characterised by different 

frequency of glottalisation in various phonological contexts (see §6).  

These results, however, should not be taken at face value, since the frequency of glottalisation can 

differ significantly among speakers of the same dialect.6 The data could also have been influenced by 

the fieldworkers’ perception or the quality of the recordings.7 Additionally, it became apparent in the 

course of the analysis that certain hiatus symbols did not have the same value in all fieldworkers’ 

transcriptions. Another problem was that the precise meaning of some of these symbols is not 

explained in the survey documentation. This is discussed in §3. The information obtained from the 

fieldwork records was then compared to the speech realisations in the audio recordings of the dialects 

spoken in the same areas, by auditory assessment and by inspecting the spectrograms and waveforms 

of the recorded speech. The primary purpose of that was to identify the phenomena represented by 

the unclear hiatus symbols. Six audio recordings were analysed in much greater detail, as explained 

in §7.  

 

0.3. The structure of this thesis  

The main text of this thesis is divided into nine primary sections. The first one, bearing the title Some 

notes on glottalisation, provides some general information on glottalisation and a few examples from 

other languages. The following section, Earlier studies of Gaelic glottalisation, gives an overview of 

previous scholarly work dedicated to this topic. The third section, Representation of glottalisation 

and hiatus in the SGDS records, discusses the phonetic symbols used in the fieldwork materials to 

indicate glottalisation and hiatus: their phonetic values, the possible differences in their use between 

 
6 Cf. Holmer (1957: 38).  

7 See the comments on the survey points 36 and 37 in SGDS I, 85.  
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fieldworkers, and their transcription in the published SGDS lists. Section 4, Phonological contexts of 

glottalisation, is dedicated to the phonological environment in which glottalisation occurs in various 

dialects. It is divided into a number of sub-sections, each addressing a different type of context. Each 

type is illustrated by a number of examples found in the SGDS fieldwork records, and by some 

obtained from the audio recordings. The phonetic realisation of glottalisation in certain environments 

has been illustrated by spectrograms. Section 5, Realisation of glottalisation in Scottish Gaelic, is 

based solely on the SGDS data. Its goal is to point to certain aspects of the transcription found in the 

materials which might reflect details of the realisation of glottalisation and might require further study. 

Section 6, Geographical distribution of glottalisation in Gaelic, provides a short overview of the 

distribution of glottalisation in various contexts across dialects. The conclusions presented there have 

been based on the results of the afore-mentioned frequency calculations made using the SGDS data. 

These results can be found in Appendix 7, and the distribution and frequency of glottalisation in 

various dialects is shown on a number of maps (Appendix 6). The following section, entitled Phonetic 

nature of Gaelic glottalisation, presents the results of a phonetic analysis carried out using six audio 

recordings, each from a different dialect area. It has been suggested that glottalisation is a prosodic 

phenomenon in Gaelic.8 The main aim of this analysis was to determine the basic phonetic properties 

of glottalisation in Gaelic, and to find out whether it is related to phenomena such as stress, voicing, 

and pitch. Section 8, Phonological status of glottalisation in Gaelic, discusses the question whether 

glottalisation is a (predictable) phonetic phenomenon or a distinctive feature which belongs to the 

phonology of the language. Possible differences between dialects in this respect were also considered. 

The final section, The origin of Gaelic glottalisation, briefly discusses the possible origins of 

glottalisation in Gaelic dialects.  

 

0.4. Transcription of Gaelic words  

Most Gaelic examples adduced in the following text come from the SGDS records and reflect the 

transcription used by the fieldworkers. Some symbols, however, have been replaced by others, as 

explained by Appendix 1. This has been done mostly for technical reasons. In quoting examples from 

published sources, the original transcription has been maintained. IPA notation has been used in my 

own transcriptions.  

 

 

 
8 See Scouller (2017).  
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0.5. Quoting examples from the SGDS records and audio recordings  

Despite the standard practice, the phonetic transcriptions of Gaelic examples are written in bold in 

this thesis, so that they would stand out from the surrounding text and be more clearly visible. The 

square brackets are not used either since the phonetic character of the transcription is indicated by the 

bold typeface. Each example is preceded by a number indicating the survey point and followed by its 

standard orthographic form enclosed in round brackets. The numbers marked by an asterisk refer to 

the unpublished materials found in the same questionnaires as those collected at the survey points 

indicated by the same numbers. Since the present-day Gaelic orthography has changed slightly since 

the time of the Survey, the spelling of some headwords was modernised, e.g. gu’n gaibh > gun gabh, 

tadhall > tadhal, gabhar > gobhar, except when the older spelling reflects the pronunciation better, 

e.g. deaghaidh (instead of dèidh). For the same reason, non-standard spelling is used in a few 

examples, e.g. mnathadh (instead of mnatha). Where a word or its spelling differs from the SGDS 

headword, the original form has been provided in a footnote.  
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1. Some notes on glottalisation  

The term ‘glottalisation’ can refer to the degree of glottal constriction during the articulation of one 

or more segments, or to the effect produced by this constriction, such as creaky phonation or glottal 

stop.9 Creaky voice is particularly interesting in this case since it seems to play an important role in 

Gaelic glottalisation (see §7). Creaky phonation is described by L. Davidson 10  as produced by 

‘shortened and thickened vocal folds that vibrate at a low and quasi-regular fundamental frequency 

with a long period of damping’. In other words, it is characterised by low airflow, low open quotient 

– meaning that the closed phase during the glottal cycle is longer than the open phase – adduced and 

thick vocal folds; and its most salient acoustic cue is low frequency, in the cca 40-90 Hz range.11 This 

type of phonation can be used in various ways in languages: as a phonemic or allophonic segment 

(glottal stop), a prosodic element, or a contrastive feature characteristic of particular segments 

(opposed to modal voice and/or other types of phonation), and it can have a social use.12 If glottal 

constriction is full and obstructs the flow of air through the vocal folds, glottal stop is realised: this 

involves a period of silence during closure.13 Full glottal stop, however, seems to be rare, and its more 

common realisation is a short period of creak.14 Creaky phonation can be realised over a wider domain, 

including more than one segment.15  

Glottalisation has been recorded in numerous varieties of English, where it occurs as pre-glottalisation 

of voiceless stops usually after a stressed vowel, as in stop [stɒʔp] or packs [phæʔks],16 or as an 

allophone of /t/ perceived as glottal stop, as in bottle [bɒʔl̩] or it [ɪʔ].17 Glottal replacement of /k/ and 

/p/ has also been reported in some varieties of English.18 Gaelic glottalisation differs from this, since 

it is not associated with voiceless environments. A different use of glottalisation in a European 

 
9 Laver (1994: 330-31). Various types of glottalisation are discussed in Keating et al. (2015).  

10 Davidson (2020: 1).  

11 Davidson (2020: 2).  

12 Davidson (2020: 1-2).  

13 Davidson (2020: 5).  

14 Davidson (2020: 5); Docherty & Foulkes (2005).  

15 Laver (1994: 330).  

16 See Davidson (2011, 2018); Docherty & Foulkes (1999, 2005); Milroy et al. (1994); Roach (1973); Wells (1982).  

17 See Davidson (2018); Docherty & Foulkes (1999, 2005); Gordeeva & Scobbie (2011, 2013); Macaulay (1977); 

McCarthy & Stuart-Smith (2013); Milroy et al. (1994); Penney et al. (2020); Seyfarth & Garellek (2020); Stuart-Smith 

(1999a).  

18 Stuart-Smith (1999b); Wells (1982).  
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language can be exemplified by the Danish phenomenon known as stød.19 Stød has been described 

as a phonological prosodic feature, reminiscent of creaky voice, occurring in syllables which contain 

a long vowel or a sequence comprised of a vowel and a sonorant.20 It is related to the system of word 

tones found in Swedish and Norwegian: both stød in Danish and the so-called accent 1 in Swedish 

and Norwegian evolved in original monosyllables and became phonemic when an epenthetic vowel 

was inserted in some of these words.21 This has been compared to the situation in Gaelic, where tonal 

accent is also found in some dialects, with the distribution of one of the tones partially corresponding 

to that of glottalisation (see §8).22 However, the contexts in which Gaelic glottalisation developed 

differ markedly from those in which stød arose in Danish (see §4).  

 

 

 

  

 
19 For a phonetic approach to stød, see Fischer-Jørgensen (1989); Grønnum & Basbøll (2001); Grønnum et al. (2013); for 

a phonological analysis of so-called short-vowel stød, see Iosad (2016).  

20 Fischer-Jørgensen (1989: 2).  

21 Fischer-Jørgensen (1989: 50).  

22 See Ternes (2006).  
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2. Earlier studies of Gaelic glottalisation 

Glottalisation has been addressed in a number of books and articles dedicated to various Gaelic 

dialects: Islay and Gigha (Holmer 1938), Arran (Holmer 1957), Kintyre (Holmer 1962), Barra 

(Borgstrøm 1937, 1940).23 The information found in some of these publications, however, does not 

always agree with the SGDS data, especially regarding the context in which glottalisation occurs. 

According to Holmer, for example, it does not occur in Islay and Gigha with unaspirated stops and 

unlenited sonorants, which he described as geminates: k-opːir (ag obair), fɑlːɑn (fallain);24 cf. SGDS 

40 toˀb̥ər (tobar), ʃɑˀɫəɣ (sealladh). A detailed discussion of Gaelic glottalisation is found in the 

articles by G. Jones (2000, 2006) on the glottal stop in the Jura dialect, and in the doctoral thesis 

written by A. Scouller (2017) on the dialect of Colonsay. The latter also offers some remarks on the 

phonetic properties of glottalisation in that dialect. Glottalisation is addressed briefly in LASID and 

SGDS.25 Gaelic glottalisation was discussed in detail by R. Ó Maolalaigh, in his plenary lecture at the 

8th Celtic Linguistic Conference, held in 2014 at the University of Edinburgh.26  

A number of authors, e.g. Iosad (2015, 2021), Morrison (2019) and Ternes (1980, 2006), have 

approached Gaelic glottalisation within the framework of various phonological theories, in relation 

with other related features and the corresponding phenomena in the non-glottalising dialects. This 

research was usually based on the data obtained from the afore-mentioned earlier works.  

The SGDS questionnaire included a separate section dedicated to glottalisation in consonantal 

contexts and one on hiatus, where glottalisation commonly occurs in many dialects (see §4): section 

27d Glottal stop before l, n (page 19) and section 35 Hiatus (page 31). The inclusion of no consonantal 

contexts other than l and n in the former section might have been motivated by the earlier studies, 

reporting glottalisation only before lenited sonorants (and hiatus).27 However, glottalisation is well-

attested in the SGDS materials, in numerous words recorded in other sections and in marginal notes. 

The unpublished materials found in the sections dedicated to morphological topics are particularly 

interesting since they include various examples of sandhi and connected speech (see §§4.3-4.).  

  

 
23 Glottalisation is not mentioned in the descriptions of the Islay dialect by S. Grannd (1985, 2000).  

24 Holmer (1938: 68-70). Cf. also Holmer (1957: 38).  

25 LASID IV, ix; SGDS I, 121-22, 135.  

26 Ó Maolalaigh (2014).  

27 Cf. Holmer (1938: 36-37; 1957: 38; 1962: 35-36).  
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3. Representation of glottalisation and hiatus in the SGDS records  

In order to indicate glottalisation, fieldworkers used the glottal stop symbol (ʔ), the raised glottal stop 

symbol (ˀ), and the apostrophe (’). Other forms of hiatus were indicated by the pipe symbol (|), the 

hyphen (-), two special symbols indicating pitch change, or by the space between vowels, or were left 

unmarked.28 In the latter case, it can be unclear whether or how these vowel sequences differ from 

diphthongs.  

Eric P. Hamp used the raised glottal stop symbol to indicate glottalisation in all contexts. In 

consonantal contexts, this symbol usually precedes the consonant and is rarely found above or after 

it in the records from most survey points. A weaker degree of glottalisation is indicated by enclosing 

the symbol in brackets. Unless glottalised, hiatus was not specially marked by Hamp, except in a few 

examples collected at pt 16, where he used the pipe: b̥o|ʊɹ̥ (bodhar), f[iɤ]|ɪç (fiadhaich), ku̯[aɪ]|ɛ͕v 

(claidheamh).29  Occasionally, the second vowel in hiatus is raised, possibly pointing to weaker 

articulation. Only in the materials collected at pt 81, the symbol indicating pitch drop was used more 

frequently. Diphthongs are marked by the bottom ligature in Hamp’s materials.30  

Terence McCaughey used the apostrophe to indicate glottalisation in consonantal contexts: 64 

kɔ̇’g̊ɤ̈ɣ (cogadh). Different forms of hiatus are indicated by the pipe symbol and the hyphen: 64 lʹȯ|ɤ̇ɣ 

(leaghadh), tɔ͂-əṣ (tomhas); and the apostrophe is found in only a few examples of hiatus: 63 fo’ɪnʹ 

(fodhainn). Diphthongs are sometimes indicated by the bottom ligature.  

Fred MacAulay used the apostrophe in all contexts in the materials collected at pts 31-35. Hiatus is 

also indicated by the hyphen or by the space between vowels here: 32 ɫa’ɐ (latha); ᵲɔı-ıɲ (romhainn); 

ᵲɔı ıv̥ (romhaibh). Elsewhere, MacAulay used the glottal stop: 46 trɔʔə (treabhadh); or the hyphen, 

and occasionally the space between vowels or nothing in hiatus. The raised glottal stop symbol is 

common in the records from pt 39. The raised dot (i.e. the half-long mark) was sometimes used where 

hiatus is expected, unless it is in fact the hyphen.31 In consonantal contexts, the raised glottal stop 

predominates in the records from pts 37, 39, 41, 44, 49, 50, 58 and 60. The regular glottal stop symbol 

is found in some examples, but never with original voiceless stops. In the materials from pts 42, 45-

48, 62 and 65, the glottal stop is used with sonorants, and the raised glottal stop with stops and rarely 

 
28 See SGDS I, 121.  

29 This has been replaced by the syllabicity mark in the published lists: b̥oʊ̩r̥, f[iɤ]ɪ̩ç, ku̯[aɪ]ɛ̩̇v.  

30 See SGDS I, 117, for the use of this symbol by some fieldworkers.  

31 SGDS I, 122.  
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with sonorants (only in the latter four points): 46 ɟ̊iʔʎə ̣(gille), ɫaˀg̊an (lagan).32 Diphthongs are not 

marked specially in MacAulay’s records.33  

Anthony Dilworth used the glottal stop symbol in consonantal contexts: 67 ɟ̊ɛʔɫɤ̞ɣ (gealladh); and 

the glottal stop, the pipe symbol, and the hyphen in hiatus: 67 tʰɤ̘ʔɤ̘ɫ (tadhal), o|o (ogha), u-i̜ɹʹ (uibhir). 

Occasionally, the hyphen is found before w: 91 ɫȧ-wu̜ɹʂʈʃ̌ (labhairt), sã-wĩnʹ (samhain). The 

apostrophe is used in a handful of examples from Muck: 94* rı̯ɔ’ı (roimhe). In part of Dilworth’s 

fieldwork records, however, the hyphen indicates a stronger form of hiatus than the pipe.34 In the 

published lists, the pipe has been replaced with the hyphen and vice versa in the materials collected 

at pts 66, 67, 69-74, 76-80, 86, 88, 89, 91-93, 167, 168, 171, 172, and 188. The original distribution 

of the two symbols has been retained in the materials from pts 36 and 38, and from pts 94 and 95, 

where the pipe does not occur. In the fair copies of Dilworth’s records from pts 96-103, and 116, they 

are used in the same way as in the published lists. Interestingly, the pipe and the hyphen also occur, 

in part of Dilworth’s records, in transcriptions corresponding to traditional diphthongs in other 

dialects: 167 ʃiː|ä (sia), ˈfɛ|ɔːi̯l̥ı̯ (feòil); g̊rĩˑ-ɔᵰ (grian); 188 ɹu|ɤ̘ (ruadh), fiˑ|ȧɹ (feur); but cf. b̥iˑa̱ɫ 

(beul); or to long monophthongs: 73 tʰɤ̘ː|ɯ̘v (taobh); cf. hɯ̘͂ːᵰ (a h-aon35) and sø̜̈ː|ɯ̘ɫ (saoghal). Both 

symbols have been omitted from these and similar examples in the published lists.  

Kenneth H. Jackson used the pipe symbol to indicate weak hiatus glottalisation at pts 28-30. He 

recorded no glottalisation and left most examples of hiatus unmarked at pt 75: ɔɔ (ogha), lʹɛɔɣ 

(leaghadh), slʹ[ɛɔ]inʹ (sleamhainn), v[ara]əɣ (mharbhadh); except a few in which hiatus is indicated 

by the hyphen: d̥ɔ͂-inʹ (domhain).  

In the published lists, glottalisation is indicated by the apostrophe in consonantal contexts, and this 

precedes, co-occurs with, or follows the consonant, in accordance with the fieldwork notes.36 The 

 
32 The two groups of survey points are situated in two different areas: (1) along the Argyll coast and (2) east of that.  

33 Cf. SGDS I, 118.  

34 Cf. the note on page 31, pts 171 and 172, section Hiatus: ‘[|] = a slight break, hardly noticeable. [-] = a clear break.’; 

and the note by Kenneth H. Jackson on page 31 of the fair copy of A. Dilworth’s records from pt 168: ‘Dilworth’s 

definition of the type transcribed here by [-] is “a slight break; hardly noticeable”; that transcribed [|] “a clear break”.’ 

Jackson replaced the hyphen by the pipe and vice versa in the fair copies of Dilworth’s materials. Cf. also the note by 

Cathair Ó Dochartaigh, the editor of SGDS, on the front page of the questionnaire for pts 79, 80, 86, 89: ‘Note the 

reinterpretation of the [-] and [|] hiatus symbols here in AD’s retranscriptions CÓD 17/1/92’.  

35 Aon.  

36 SGDS I, 135.  
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glottal stop, the pipe symbol, the hyphen, and two pitch movement symbols are used to indicate 

hiatus.37  

It is not completely clear what phonetic features are represented by the pipe and the hyphen in the 

fieldwork records, since their phonetic values and the difference between them are not discussed in 

the survey documentation.38 According to Ó Dochartaigh,39 the hyphen might indicate hiatus where 

no ‘glottal catch’ is heard, but only a break in the tension of the muscles40; and the pipe could represent 

a break which is more noticeable than that. On a closer look, however, it becomes apparent that the 

two symbols might not have been used in the same way by different fieldworkers and that they may 

not represent the same phonetic realities in different fieldworkers’ records.  

According to his own notes, A. Dilworth used the hyphen in his records from pts 171 and 172, to 

indicate what he described as a ‘clear break’, different from a slight, hardly noticeable break which 

he represented by the pipe.41 He also used these symbols in the representation of diphthongs – the 

pipe at pts 73, 167, 171, 172, and 188 (frequently), and at pts 66, 67, 69, 70, 76, and 78 (rarely); and 

the hyphen at pt 167 (frequently), and at pts 171, and 172 (rarely). According to his notes, the 

difference between hiatus groups and diphthongs was not clear-cut in some dialects42 – although 

diphthongs were monosyllabic,43 they could be realised as disyllabic sequences there.44 Elsewhere, 

he noted that the articulation of certain diphthongs involved a ‘slight break’, and the only difference 

between them and the phonetically similar disyllabic sequences appeared to be related to quantity.45 

 
37 See SGDS I, 121-22. 

38 See SGDS I, 121.  

39 SGDS I, 121.  

40 As described by Borgstrøm (1937: 74).  

41 See footnote 34.  

42 Pts 171/172, the note on page 31, section Hiatus: ‘However, as the difference between these breaks is not significant, 

& indeed the difference between hiatus & diphthong also (it seems) the categories seem to overlap & there are always 

words which cannot be definitely put into one category any more than the other & words which vary as to category.’  

43 Pts 171/172, the note on page 4: ‘not dissyllabic’. Pts 167/168, page 4: ‘definitely not dissyllabic’ and ‘Examination of 

tone patterns will probably show them to be quite different from words like ‘fitheach’ – raven.’  

44 Pts 171/172, the note on page 6: ‘a general rule with diphthongs is that they are liable to be dissyllabic in isolation & 

diphthongs in speech. However, they can be dissyllabic in speech & diphthongs in isolation. The dissyllable is most 

common, tho’. Examination of tone patterns will probably show dissyllables & diphthongs to be quite different’.  

45 Pts 171/172, the note on page 6, section ìo: ‘seems to be always a slight break between the two elements. e.g. fiˑ|ɔ̮x – 

fitheach fi|ɔ̮xɤ̞n – fiachan The only difference seems to be in the length of [i]. [i] seems to have 3 lengths in these 

diphthongs i iˑ iː’, and section iu, iui: ‘[i̯] is not the same as [j]. It is shorter than a short vowel & slightly longer than a 

very short vowel. This is typical of ‘iu’, ‘iui’ & ‘eo’ in Glengarry. [pʽi-uˑɹ] may well be the same as [cʽi̜ũˑı̯̯ni̯].’ Page 9, 
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Both symbols seem to be more frequent in Dilworth’s records in contexts involving a more significant 

change in vowel quality, as in 167 b̥ru-i̜nı̯ (bruidhinn); lı̯iː-ɔᵰ (lìon); and even in examples such as: 

167 su-i̜ (suidh), ɫu-i̜ (luibh); cf. also 188 ɫu|i̜ (laoigh). The pipe co-occurs with the glottal stop in a 

few examples from pt 66: ɫa̠ʔ|ȧˑ (latha); mõ̞ʔ|õ̞ˑ (motha); ɟ̊u̘ʔ|us (giuthas);46  cf. also: 66 u|ı ̯ -jɛ̈n 

(uighean); so it cannot symbolise glottalisation. In his article on the mainland dialects,47 however, 

Dilworth claimed that long vowels and diphthongs did differ from hiatus groups in all these dialects 

and that the difference was based on tone patterns. The symbols used by him in such examples could, 

therefore, be interpreted as the indication of intonation/pitch change.  

In T. McCaughey’s records, the pipe occurs at pts 64, 87 and 90 (frequently), and at pts 43, 61, and 

63 (occasionally), but no explanations of what it represents have been found in the analysed 

materials.48 K. H. Jackson used the pipe in his records from pts 28-30 to indicate what he described 

as a distinct ‘break in tension’ in hiatus, but ‘hardly a glottal stop’.49 F. MacAulay seems to have used 

the hyphen to indicate a ‘distinct break in tension’.50 Cf. MacAulay’s examples such as 41 fʊa̱ı̯-əl 

(fuaigheal51) vs. 37 fʊajaɫ (fuaigheal); or 62 fa̱ɫaı̯-ı (falbhaidh); where such a break was perceived 

even following an approximant or glide.  

In other words, the feature described as a ‘distinct’ or ‘clear break’ was indicated using the hyphen 

by F. MacAulay and A. Dilworth, and Dilworth also used the pipe to indicate a weaker ‘hardly 

noticeable’ break (also occurring in diphthongs in some dialects). The hyphen could also have 

represented a stronger form of hiatus than that indicated by the pipe in McCaughey’s records, since 

that is what he described as the ‘normal usage in a word spoken on its own’,52 where clearer and less 

 
section iù, iùi: ‘i̜|u type of ‘iu’ is most pronounced in Glengarry itself. Elsewhere the first part is shorter & the break 

slightly less prominent.’  

46 In the original transcription, the glottal stop is written over the pipe, which was impossible to reproduce here.  

47 Dilworth (1972: 2-3).  

48 Cf. the note on page 31 of the fair copy of his records from pt 90: ‘Both [|] and [-] occur. [ |̄ ̱ ] (i.e. pitch drop) also 

occurs in connected speech. [-] is the normal usage in a word spoken on its own.’  

49 Cf. the note on page 31 of the questionnaire: ‘In slow speech, as when a word is stressed, the break in tension is perfectly 

distinct and marked, tho’ hardly a glottal stop: I write [|].’  

50 Cf. pt 14, the note on page 31: ‘There evidently may be a distinct break in tension, = [-]; but in a number of cases with 

M. elsewhere (e.g. p. 25) there was a glottal stop.’ However, these materials were transcribed by K. H. Jackson, so this 

might be his remark rather than MacAulay’s.  

51 Fuaghail, p. 10.  

52 See footnote 48.  
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reduced pronunciation is expected. This might mean that only K. H. Jackson used the pipe to represent 

a stronger form of hiatus, as is evident from his note in the records from pts 28-30.53  

It is interesting, additionally, that both the use and the frequency of these symbols can differ greatly 

in the materials collected at neighbouring survey points by different fieldworkers. For example, hiatus 

is mostly unmarked and only occasionally indicated by the hyphen at pts 169 and 170 (collected by 

F. MacAulay), not distant from pts 167 and 171, where A. Dilworth frequently used the pipe and the 

hyphen. Similarly, hiatus is usually unmarked and sometimes indicated by the hyphen at pt 75 

(collected by K. H. Jackson), whereas the pipe and the hyphen are common in A. Dilworth’s records 

from neighbouring pts 76 and 74. The glottal stop symbol is not infrequent in the records from pt 65 

(collected by F. MacAulay), but it is absent from the materials collected by T. McCaughey at pt 64, 

where the pipe is common. A. Dilworth used the pipe, as well as the apostrophe, in his transcriptions 

from pts 36 and 38, but only the apostrophe is found in F. MacAulay’s records from neighbouring pts 

37 and 39.54  

In an attempt to find out whether the pipe symbol (or the hyphen in A. Dilworth’s records) represents 

a form of glottalisation, the audio recordings of speakers of various local dialects have been examined 

auditorily (see Appendix 3). The analysis has demonstrated that the type of glottalisation which may 

be perceived auditorily as glottal stop seems to occur only extremely rarely in the mainland dialects 

spoken north of Loch Ailort, Loch Eil, and Ben Nevis (see Appendix 6, map 1), the area in which 

various examples containing the pipe symbol in the published materials were recorded by Dilworth. 

Two adjacent vowels (forming hiatus) appear to differ primarily in pitch (the first one being higher-

pitched) in these dialects, and it is often difficult to determine whether they belong to separate 

syllables or not. These sequences also seem to be audibly shorter than traditional long vowels.55 

Diphthongs involving a significant change in quality sometimes appear to involve a type of ‘break’ 

in these dialects; the impression presumably created by the difference in both quality and pitch 

between the two phases of the diphthong. A degree of creaky phonation can also be present (Figures 

2 and 3, cf. Figure 1 for a glottalising dialect).56 On the other hand, the recordings of a dialect spoken 

in the Castlebay (Barra) area (where K. H. Jackson consistently used the pipe symbol in his notes) 

show that hiatus glottalisation, realised as creaky voice, is fairly common there. Similar realisation 

has been recorded in neighbouring Vatersay (see Figure 4). This implies that the pipe symbol (as used 

 
53 If this is correct, it would mean that the values of the two symbols should not have been changed in part of the materials 

collected by A. Dilworth.  

54 The materials from pts 36 and 37 were collected from the same informant (see Appendix 2 and SGDS I, 85).  

55 Cf. Ternes (2006: 86-88).  

56 Cf. the auditory perception of long vowels in the Applecross dialects as described by Ternes (2006: 86).  
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in the published SGDS volumes) does not represent the same phenomenon in Jackson’s examples 

from Barra and those collected by Dilworth in various survey points north of Loch Ailort.  

 

Figure 1: Spectrogram and wave form of the word Comhann (Easdale) showing a period of creaky 

voice (represented by the wider vertical striations) starting in the final phase of the stressed vowel, 

and a break in the pitch contour (the blue line). Abrupt pitch drop often accompanies glottalisation in 

Gaelic.  
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Figure 2: Spectrogram and waveform of the word Comhann (Morar) with the blue line indicating the 

gradually descending pitch contour characteristic of long vowels. Despite some creaky voice in the 

second vowel, no glottalisation was perceived auditorily in this example.  

 

Figure 3: Spectrogram and waveform of the word feur (Morar), showing creaky phonation 

(represented by the wider vertical striations) in the second phase of the diphthong [iaˑ]. The blue line 

represents the pitch contour characteristic of long vowel segments.  
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Figure 4: Spectrogram and waveform of the word ghabhail (Vatersay) showing a short period of 

creaky voice in the final phase of the stressed vowel. This is perceived auditorily as glottal stop.  
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4. Phonological contexts of glottalisation  

The analysis of the SGDS materials has shown that glottalisation occurs most commonly after a 

stressed short vowel followed either (1) by another vowel (i.e. in hiatus), or (2) by a single voiced 

consonant followed in turn by a vowel (see Appendix 7). In other words, it is mainly found in a 

stressed short open syllable, in what seems to be voiced contexts. This syllable normally has to be 

followed by another one, but other than that, the length of the word is irrelevant. Glottalisation has 

also been recorded after a stressed long vowel, after an unstressed vowel, with consonant clusters, 

and with voiceless consonants, but this appears to be much less common and limited to small areas 

or to single dialects. Following is a more detailed list of contexts:57  

o hiatus  

• Old Gaelic hiatus  

• secondary hiatus  

1. after a short stressed vowel  

2. after a long stressed vowel  

3. after an epenthetic vowel  

o with consonants  

• voiced consonants  

1. stops58  

2. fricatives  

3. historically unlenited sonorants  

4. historically lenited sonorants59  

5. approximants60  

• voiceless stops  

Glottalisation can also occur at the word boundary, especially in sandhi, when the suitable context is 

formed between two words (see §4.3.a). A few examples of glottalisation in other contexts have been 

found in the materials, but they represent phenomena irrelevant to this discussion, for example, before 

the initial (stressed) vowel: 45 d̥əʔĩ-ãn (do dh’Iain), 66 pʰri̜u̞ʔȧʔȧɹ (prìomh athair61), 83 ḻẹˀẹg̊əɫ̥ (le 

eagal). Glottalisation seems to depend partially on sentence stress (see §4.4).  

 
57 The explanations of each context and numerous examples can be found in the following sub-sections.  

58 For voicing in Gaelic stops, see §7.3.  

59 The opposition lenited vs. unlenited has been lost in some sonorants in various dialects.  

60 These are reflexes of earlier fricatives < lenited stops (see §4.1).  

61 Pàpa.  
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4.1. Hiatus  

The term hiatus, normally referring to a break between two consecutive vowels which belong to 

separate syllables, is used here in a wider sense: to refer to sequences of two syllabic segments – 

usually simple vowels, but occasionally also diphthongs or syllabic sonorants. Where the first 

segment is a diphthong, the sequence can be interrupted by a glide-like element. Syllabic sonorants 

are phonetic realisations of /ə/ and a sonorant: 84 ũˀm̩ (ionnam). Modern Gaelic hiatus has two 

sources: Old Gaelic hiatus, inherited from Old Gaelic/Irish, and secondary hiatus, the result of the 

loss or vocalisation of historical consonants. A number of hiatus structures have been identified in 

the fieldwork materials (Table 1). In all dialects discussed here, glottalisation seems to occur after a 

short stressed vowel, which includes all examples of Old Gaelic hiatus and most examples of 

secondary hiatus. Strong glottalisation seems to be rare in structures involving a long vowel or/and a 

glide.  

V_V  36 oʔo̝ (ogha); 54 pi̯uˀur̥ (piuthar); 57 piˀur̥ (piuthar); 72 ɤ̘ʔi̜ (aghaidh), 78 lʹeʔo̝ᵲ 

(leabhar), 82 ɲĩˀən (nighean), 86 ᵲhɛʔu̜ (threabhadh62);  

67 ᵰɛ͂|ɤ̞x̠kʰ (naidheachd); 91 fe̜|o̜s (feabhas); 88 tʰɤ̮̇̇ |ɤ̮̇̇ ɫ (tadhal); 171 u|ɪɾ (uibhir);  

VV̯_V  46 kɫa̠ɪˀɪ (claidheamh); 80 kʰɫa̠ı̯ʔɤ̇v (claidheamh); 50 taɪ̯ˀɪ (taighe); 33 kɔ͂ĩˀaχ 

(coimheach), trɔ͂ĩˀɛt (tromhad); 82 fɔ̣i̯ˀɪɲə (fodhainne63); 47 b̥ʊɪ̯ʔɪ (buidhe);  

69 g̊ɤ̘mfa͂̇ɪ̯͂|i̜ɣ (gum faigheadh); 167 d̥ʹǯɤ̘ɪ̯|i̜ (deaghaidh); 92 fɔ͂ɪ̯͂|ɛ͂rʹ (famhair); 71 

kʰɔ͂ĩ̯|ɤ̞͂x (coimheach); 93 u̮̇̇ ɪ̯|i̜n (uighean); 167 g̊ɤ̯u|uɹ ̥  (gobhar);  

VV̯_V  82 b̥ọu̯ˀə (bogha), gɔ ̣o̯ˀəŕ̥ (gobhar);  

V_V̯V  57 taˀə̯i̜ (taighe); 84 tʹʃeˀu̯ə (teotha64); oˀu̯ə (ogha); 85 boˀo̯ə̼ (bogha); foˀi̯ɪv 

(fodhaibh);  

Vː_V65  86 ɫȧːʔu̜n (làmhan); 84 mãːˀɪź (màthair), sɤ̇ˑˀəɫ̥ (saoghal); 78 sɯ̘ːʔɪɾʹ (saothair); 

72 fuˑȧˑʔȧl (fuaghail);  

91 sa͂̇ː|õx̣ (sàmhach); 92 skriː|u̜ɣ (sgrìobhadh); 172 sɯ̘ː|ɯ̮̘̇ ɫ (saoghal); 93 fu̜a̱|a̱ɫ 

(fuaghail);  

VːV̯_V  94 rhȧːɪ̯-ɤ̜̇ɣ (thràigheadh); 66 ᵰȧˑɪ̯|ɪtʹʃ̌ (nàmhaid); 67 b̥ɔˑɪ̯|ɤ̘x (bòidheach); 92 

kʰᵲu̜ˑȯ̮ ı̯|ɤ̈ (cruaidhe).  

Table 1: Segmental structures considered as involving hiatus  

These structures, however, are part of a cline reflecting various degrees of reduction of Old Gaelic 

voiced fricatives (see Table 2) and it can be difficult to determine where exactly in this cline some of 

the recorded examples should be located. More precisely, it is not always clear whether the symbols 

 
62 Dol a threabhadh.  

63 Fodhainn.  

64 Nas teotha.  

65 Long vowels are often marked as half-long (Vˑ) in the SGDS records.  
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for high vowels, with or without the subscript arch, represent glides (as part of diphthongs preceding 

hiatus) or approximants (i.e. consonants occurring between two vowels, in which case there is no 

hiatus) (see §4.2.a.ε). 66  Variation can exist even in the speech of a single person: 85 lʹ[eu]uɣ 

(leughadh), bḻ[ɛụ]
u̯ən̥ (bleaghan), feu̯ɪ̈ɲ̊ (feadhainn).  

Fricative  Approximant  Glide  Weak glide  Vowel  Zero  

33 aˀviɲ  78 ȧʔwɪ̜ɲ  

91 ȧʔo̯wi̜nʹ  

70 ȧʔowɪnʹ  

82 aˀu̯ɪɲ̊  

30 ɑ͕͂ʊ͂|ɪɲ̊   84 aˀui̯ɲ̊  

53 oˀuɲ̊  

44 ãʔɪɲ  

 55 b̥oˀu̯ə  

40 b̥oˀu̯ə  

 82 b̥ọu̯ˀə  83 boˀu  

66 b̥oʔu̮̇   

31/35 b̥oʼə  

57 b̥oˀo  

 82 əndɦaˀɪ̯ɪ̈  50 taɪ̯ʔɪ  57 taˀə̯i̜  31 taˀɪ  30 tɛ|ə  

Table 2: Reflexes of voiced fricatives in the words abhainn, bogha, (an) taighe.  

These glides do not always represent the reflexes of voiced fricatives. In some cases, they arose by 

epenthesis in Old Gaelic hiatus: 84 oˀu̯ə (ogha); or where the fricative had been lost completely: 188 

ȧɪ̯|i̜nɪ̯ (abhainn). They can also reflect the second part of a diphthong: 84 tʹʃeˀu̯ə (teotha67). The same 

applies to approximants in these contexts (cf. §4.2.a.ε). Examples such as 86 d̥ɔʔɔ̯i̜nʹ (domhain) 

probably represent glottalisation occuring in the final phase of the first vowel (see §5.2).68  

In some dialects, h occurs in hiatus occasionally instead of glottalisation,69 cf. 79 tʹʃ̌i̜hi̜nʹ (tighinn) vs. 

nʹi̜ʔɤ̜̇gh (nigheadh70); 95 nɤ̜̇ mrãhən (na mnathan) vs. nɤ̇mrãʔãɣ (na mnathadh71). A significant 

number of examples have been found at pt 92, where hiatus is fairly often indicated by the pipe: 

d̥u̜hu̜x (dubhach) vs. u̜̇|u̜ɫ (ubhal). Similar examples have been recorded at pt 75, most often between 

a or ɤ and a or ə: tɤ̈(h)əɫ (tadhal), ɫohər (lobhar), rʊ͂ˑahər (ruamhair).72 Cf. also 102 [ȧr`ȧ]hu̜̇r(ʹ) 

(arbhar), with h after the epenthetic vowel. This can be explained by the phonetic nature of these 

phenomena: both involve a different type of phonation and are mutually exclusive.73  

 
66 See SGDS I, 117-18, 126-27.  

67 Nas teotha.  

68 The subscript arch can indicate a markedly short vowel. See SGDS I, 116.  

69 Watson 1996; Ó Maolalaigh (2003).  

70 Nighidh.  

71 Na mnatha.  

72 Cf. the note, pt 75, page 31: ‘both here and under §§31-33, hiatus consists of a faint [h] between the vowels, or a distinct 

break in the tension [-], or a decrease in tension (not recorded here) according to the degree of clearness of articulation 

(rather than stress)’.  

73 Cf. the explanation of the mutual incompatibility of glottalisation and voiceless fricatives due to the laryngeal features 

associated with them, by Morrison (2019: 423).  
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The vowel following hiatus can be somewhat reduced: 84 hoˀȯ ̣ṣṭṣ (thabhairt). This seems to be fairly 

common at pt 51, where glottalisation has not been recorded: fiɪ̇ɣ (figheadh74), lʹoər (leabhar), ʃlʹɔ͂ɪ͂ɲ 

(sleamhainn). Both glottalisation and hiatus can be unrealised in unstressed contexts, under secondary 

stress, or in rapid speech, cf. 54 ˈχaˀar (chathair) vs. əˌχarˈveg̊ (a’ chathair bheag) (see §4.4).75  

 

4.1.a. Old Gaelic hiatus  

Old Gaelic hiatus is the result of the loss of certain intervocalic consonants in the prehistory of Gaelic. 

Some examples are: 40 kruˀə (cnotha76); 53 pi̯u̇ˀu̜r̥ (piuthar); 54 haˀaç (chaidh); 57 g̊ʹuˀus (giuthas); 

67 d̥ɤ̘ jĩ̜ʔɛ͂ɲ (do dh’Iain); 82 daˀəg (dathadh). Some examples arose by analogy: 95 nɤ̇mrãʔãɣ (na 

mnathadh);77 31/32/33 he’ɪrʹ (their); 53/54 heˀi̜r (their/bheir); 55 feˀɪr (bheir); 31765 haˀa (tha).78 

Synchronically, there is no difference between the reflexes of Old Gaelic hiatus and secondary hiatus 

(cf. §4.1.b).  

 

4.1.b. Secondary hiatus  

Secondary hiatus is the result of the loss of a consonantal segment, mainly by vocalisation of voiced 

fricatives, represented in writing by mh, bh, dh, gh (see the examples in §4.1 & in the following sub-

sections).79 Other examples, which appear to be less common, arose through the loss of /h/, /ç/, a stop, 

or a nasal, or of consonant clusters involving nasals:  

• 37 aˀar (athair), kʹeˀır (ceithir80)  

• 31 fiˀəd̥ (fichead)  

• 88 ȧʔȧv (agaibh81)  

• 57 i̯iˀi̜ʃ (dh’innis); 84 ũˀum (ionnam82)  

 
74 Fighe.  

75 Cf. SGDS I, 121.  

76 Cnò.  

77 Old Gaelic mná (and mnaa), cf. eDIL s. v. ben 1.  

78 In the last four examples, hiatus arose under the influence of disyllabic forms such as bithidh or thubhairt, and might 

be of fairly recent origin.  

79 See Ó Maolalaigh (2006).  

80 Ceathrair.  

81 Via [aɣəv].  

82 Or possibly umam with the loss of -m- as the consequence of dissimilation.  
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• 34 tʃaˀɐ (teanga); 53 i̯ɪ̼̈ˀɪ̈ᵰdəχ (iongantach83)  

• 94 ɣɔ͂ː-ĩ̜l̥ʹ (Dhòmhnaill84)  

 

4.1.b.α. Secondary hiatus after a stressed short vowel  

The majority of the recorded examples belong to this group: 86 tʰɔ͂ʔɔ͂s (tomhas); 66 kʰũʔõ̝xkʰ 

(cumhachd); 54 rȯ̜ˀi (roimhe); 83 gaˀal̥̠ (gabhail); 52 uˀir̥ (uibhir); 36 b̥oʔoɹ̥ (bodhar); 40 kriˀɪ̇ (cridhe); 

67 b̥uʔi̜ (buidhe); 46 øʔɪ (aghaidh); 84 lʹeˀɪ̈s (leigheas).  

 

4.1.b.β. Secondary hiatus after a stressed long vowel or diphthong  

Hiatus glottalisation appears to be regular after /aː/ originally followed by /h/ at pt 84: mãːˀɪź (màthair), 

raːˀə (ràithe), b̥ɫaːˀɪ̜̈ (blàithe85); and after /uə/ at pt 78: uˑa͂̇ʔa͂̇ (uamha), fua̱ʔa̱l (fuaghail), ɫ uˑɔ̮̇ ʔi̜ 

(luaithe/luaidhe), ᵲũã̱ʔã̱ᵲ (ruamhar). Cf. also: 83 sɤ̇ ̣ˑ ˀɤɫ̥̣ (saoghal), f[iɪ̈]ˀu̇ç (fiadhaich), ɹ[ũã]ˀạr̥ʹ 

(ruamhar); 86 ɫȧːʔu̜n (làmhan); 72 fuˑȧˑʔȧl (fuaghail); 94* ɹu̜͂̇ãʔãr (ruamhar) (see Figure 5). Some 

examples have been recorded in dialects in which glottalisation is generally rare: 14 uaˀə (uamha); 

16 u̯[uə͔i]
(ˀ)ʌ (luaidhe). Hiatus is indicated very consistently by the pipe symbol in the materials 

collected at pts 28-30: 28/29 hr̥ʹaː|əɣ (thràigheadh), ɫuˑɛ|ɔ̆ (luaidhe); 28/29/30 b̥ɔːi|əχ (bòidheach), 

fiˑə|ɪχʹ (fiadhaich); 30 sɯ̇ː|əɫ (saoghal), ũˑã|ə (uamha), ʀũˑã|arʹ (ruamhair).86 Glottalisation is more 

common where the long vowel has been shortened: 59 ðã͔ˀã͔n̥, 79 ɫ ɛ͂ʔu̜n, 84 ɫãˀu̯ən̥ (làmhan).87  

In most dialects, however, glottalisation does not occur in this context: 42 se̠ːəɫ (saoghal), 45 sãːaχ 

(sàmhach); 46 føːər (faobhar); 47/48 mɛːɛr (màthair). See Appendix 7. Additionally, in many 

southern dialects, /ə/ is reduced after a long vowel or diphthong, and there is no glottalisation:88 

31/32/35 seːəɫ (saoghal); 31/32/33 seːər (saothair); 40 trɑˑəɣ (tràigheadh); 41 ɫosg̊ə b̥raːa̯t (losgadh 

bràghad89); 44 mɛːɛ̯r (màthair); and /ə/ has been completely absorbed by the previous segment in the 

southernmost islands: 40 mɛˑr (màthair); ɣɔˑlʹ (Dòmhnaill); f[uɑ]̣ɫ (fuaghal), ɫ[uɑ]̣i̯ (luaidhe), f[iɑ͔]i̯ 

(fiadhaich); 53 hɹ̥aː↓ɣ (thràigheadh); 54 mɛˑr̥ (màthair), sʏ̜̇ˑɫ̥ (saoghal), f[ua]ɫ (fuaghal); 57 g̊r[ua]n̥ 

 
83 Possibly via [ĩɣəᵰtəχ].  

84 Taigh Dhòmhnaill.  

85 Nas blàithe.  

86 The use of this symbol is discussed in §3.  

87 Shortening has been recorded in this example at numerous survey points.  

88 For the symbolisation, see SGDS I, 116.  

89 Bràghad.  
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(grùthan), f[iɯ̇]ç (fiadhaich). Isolated examples are also found elsewhere: 84 g̊r[ũã]n̥ (grùthan); 85 

g̊r[uə]n̥ (grùthan). Cf. §4.1.b.γ. See Appendix 6, Map 2.  

In certain dialects, glottalisation may be more likely to occur after a long vowel or diphthong where 

the change of vowel quality is more significant: 33 fiaˀi (fiadhaich) vs. fuːaɫ (fuaghail), se̱ːəɫ (saoghal), 

seːər (saothair), b̥rɛːt (bràghad); or 31 vuaʼı (bhuaithe), ɫuʼaʼi (luaidhe).  

 

Figure 5: Spectrogram and waveform of the word uamha (Eigg) showing creaky phonation (wider 

vertical striations) starting in the final phase of the diphthong [ua] and continuing throughout the 

following vowel. This is perceived auditorily as a weak glottal stop followed by creaky voice.  

 

4.1.b.γ. Secondary hiatus following the epenthetic vowel  

Hiatus occurs where a voiced fricative has been lost between the epenthetic vowel and the one that 

follows.90 Glottalisation is not common in this context; a significant number of examples have been 

attested only at pt 83: [ara]ˀər̥ʹ (arbhar), v[ara]ˀəɣ (mharbhadh), g[aɲa]ˀạχ (gainmheach), k[ɔɲa͕]ˀʌɫ̥ 

(coingheall), ɣ[ɒɫɒ]ˀʌɣ (dh’fhalbhadh), f[ɔ̇ɫɒ]ˀɪ̇χʹ (falbhaidh), [ɤ̈ṇɤ̈]̣ˀɪ̈s (Aonghas), s[ɪ̈ı̯ɪ̈]ˀɛ̜̇s (soirbheas); 

 
90 For epenthesis in Gaelic, see Ó Baoill (1980). Cf. also SGDS I, 113-14, re. duration.  
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m[ɔrə]ˀəı̯ɪ̈ (moraire 91 ). Few examples have been recorded elsewhere: 72 ˈɤ̘ˈᵰɤ̘ʔɤ̘s (Aonghas), 

ˈmɔˈᵲɔʔi̜ɹɤ̘ (moraire); 78 ˈȧˈᵲȧʔo̝ᵲ (arbhar), ˈfa̱ˈɫ ạʔi̜ (falbhaidh).  

Hiatus is indicated quite regularly in this context by the pipe, in K. H. Jackson’s records from Barra: 

28/29/30 f[aɫa]|i (falbhaidh), g̊ʹ[ɛnʹɛ]əχ (gainmheach); 28 ɣ[aɫa]|əɣ (dh’fhalbhadh), s[e̜ře̜]|əs 

(soirbheas); 29 [ɯnɯ]|əs (Aonghas); 30 s[uři]|ə (suirghe), k[o̜nʹɛ]|əɫ̥ (coingheall), [ara]|ʊrʹ (arbhar), 

v[arʹa]|əgh (mharbhadh), m[ɔrʹɔ]|ɪř (morair), s[ɤ̈řë̜]|əs (soirbheas). Cf. also: 72 ˈg̊ɛ͂nˈɛ͂|ɤ̞x 

(gainmheach); 93 ˈȧˈᵲȧ|u̜ᵲ (arbhar); 171 ˈfɔˈɫɔ|i̜ (falbhaidh).92 See Appendix 6, Map 3.  

In many dialects, the second hiatus vowel has been reduced: 41 araə̯̇r (arbhar); or absorbed by the 

first one: 40 fɔɫɒi̯ (falbhaidh), vɑrɑɣ (mharbhadh); 53 g̊ɛ̜ɲʌχ (gainmheach); 53/57 fɔɫaç (falbhaidh); 

57 arar̥ (arbhar). Absorption seems to be more likely to occur where the two vowels are similar: 171 

va̱ˈɾa̱g (mharbhadh) vs. ˈfɔˈɫɔ|i̜ (falbhaidh); or in longer words: 84 m[ɔra]i̯ə̇ (moraire) vs. [ara]
ȧr̥ 

(arbhar), f[ɔɫa]
i̜ç (falbhaidh). Cf. §4.2.b.β. The intervening consonant has been preserved in a 

significant number of examples only at pts 31-39: 34 ɛrəvɒᵲ (arbhar), faɫəvı (falbhaidh). Glottalisation 

has not been attested in this context.  

 

4.2. Consonantal contexts  

Glottalisation occurs in sequences comprised of a stressed short vowel followed by a voiced 

consonant which is in turn followed by another vowel. This phenomenon is less widespread than 

hiatus glottalisation and is found mainly in the south-west (see Appendix 6, Map 4). Glottalisation 

does not normally occur in the following consonantal contexts (see §4.5):  

• with voiceless fricatives: 84 ʃifag̊ (siobhag); 54 ʃesəv (seasamh); 53 mi̜ʃɪ̈ (mise); 57 kɫoçɪ̈ 

(cloiche); 46 d̥rɔχɪtʃ (drochaid); 31 aha̠r (athair); 

• with devoiced sonorants (spelled thr, thl, thn): 81 pɛr̥̣içɪ̇n (peathraichean); 82 r̄aɲ̊əχ 

(raithneach);  

• with consonant clusters starting with a sonorant or a fricative, including those that arose 

by preaspiration of voiceless stops:93 40 kʹɪ̜̈ᵰd̥ʌχ (ciontach94); 52 b̥al̥̠tʹʃɪ̇n̥ (bailtean); 57 

u̇ʃg̊ʹɪ̇ (uisge); 82 sɔχkɪ̈ŕ̥ (socair);  

 
91 Old Gaelic mormaer. Cf. eDIL s. v. mormaer.  

92 For the meaning of this symbol, see §3.  

93 For preaspiration, see Ó Maolalaigh (2010).  

94 Cionta.  
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• before an epenthetic vowel:95 82 g[ɔrɤ̈]m (gorm);  

• after a long or unstressed vowel or diphthong: 54 dʹźɛˑnəɣ (dèanadh); 52 b̥[uʌ]ɫʌɣ 

(bualadh); 46 b̥ua̠χɪʎə ̣(buachaille).  

Glottalisation can occur after a short diphthong: 53 mu̇i̯ˀmɪ̇ (muime).96  It is also found (albeit 

inconsistently, as it seems) with historically voiceless stops in the dialects in which these consonants 

have not been preaspirated (see §4.2.b). Glottalisation can also occur across the word boundary where 

there is a suitable context (see §4.3.a). Occasionally, it is also found in monosyllables before pause 

(see §4.3.b).  

 

4.2.a. Voiced consonants  

A great majority of the examples found in the materials involve a single (historically) voiced 

consonant flanked by vowels. There are, however, also a few examples containing a stop-sonorant 

cluster (see §4.2.a.α). The following classification of consonants is based partially on their presumed 

historical values, rather than on their modern reflexes or realisations. Whilst this is probably not the 

optimal approach, basing the classification exclusively on the modern state of affairs would make this 

overview too complex due to dialectal variation, cf. the affrication of palatalised dental stops: 55 

ø̇ˀd̥ʹź̥ə ̣ (oide); the merger of Old Gaelic //L// and //l//: 57 gʹaˀɫəɣ (gealladh), ɛˀɫə (eala); or the 

development //rj// > non-rhotic [i̯]: 85 vẹı̯ˀəɣ (bheireadh), χadoˀi̯əɣ (cha thoireadh). It would be 

equally unsuitable to adopt a purely historical classification, for instance, due to the variation in the 

modern realisations of Old Gaelic voiced fricatives (see §4.1).  

 

4.2.a.α. Stops  

The difference between the two series of stop consonants, orthographical b d g and p t c, has been 

interpreted as based on aspiration rather than voice in most Gaelic dialects,97 and the stops written b 

 
95 Broadly speaking, there are two types of epenthesis in Gaelic, occurring in two different sets of contexts: (1) in non-

homorganic consonant clusters starting with a sonorant, and (2) in certain clusters starting with an obstruent (see Ó Baoill, 

1980). The latter type is much less common. Only the former type blocks glottalisation in the contexts discussed here. 

For glottalisation occurring after the epenthetic vowel, see §4.1.b.γ.  

96 In this example, the glide is the reflex of the historical palatalisation of the following labial.  

97 According to Eska (2018; 2019), although orthographical b d g can be phonetically voiced in some environments, the 

phonological opposition is based on aspiration in all Celtic languages, and this may have been inherited from Proto-Celtic.  
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d g have often been described as phonetically completely voiceless or only slightly voiced.98 This 

fact is also reflected in their transcription in the SGDS materials: 55 lʹaˀb̥i (leabaidh), kɫaˀd̥əχ 

(cladach), ʃlʹiˀg̊ʹə ̣ (slige), ŕu̇ˀg̊əɣ (rugadh); 66 b̥rȧʔtȧᵰ (bradan), tʰoʔpɤ̞ɾ (tobar), hoʔkɤ̘ɣ 

(thogadh99).100 However, glottalisation is very well-attested in the context of these stops, although it 

otherwise normally occurs only in voiced environments (with few exceptions). It is possible, therefore, 

that orthographical b d g are in fact regularly (partially) voiced in the glottalising dialects. This 

question with be addressed in §7. Cf. also §4.2.b.  

Glottalisation also seems to occur with consonant clusters comprised of a stop and a sonorant. 

Examples are few but widely attested: 48 eʔb̥rıç (oibrich); 54 ẹˀg̊ɫɪ̈ʃ (eaglais), ẏˀb̥rɪç (oibrich); 57 

ẹˀg̊ɫɪ̇ʃ, ʏ̇ˀb̥rɪç, aˀb̥rɪç (abraidh); 67 eʔkɫıʃ; 70 nɤ̘ heʔkɫ ıʃ (na h-eaglaise), ȧʔpri̜ (abraidh). Although 

some of these examples can be explained as the consequence of analogy: 70 ȧʔpri̜ (abraidh), cf. xȧn 

aʔpıɾı̯ (chan abair); this is impossible in the case of eaglais. In some dialects, however, these clusters 

can be broken up by epenthesis:101 67 nɤ̘ heʔkɤ̯̘ɫįʃ (na h-eaglaise); cf. also syllabic ɫ in 66 e̜ʔkɫ̩ıʃ 

(eaglais). It is interesting that stop-sonorant clusters are probably tautosyllabic, which may mean that 

glottalisation can occur with consonant clusters as long as the preceding syllable is open.  

 

4.2.a.β. Fricatives  

Intervocalic voiced fricatives are not common in Scottish Gaelic dialects due to the historical 

vocalisation of these sounds (see §4.1):102  55 lʹoˀur (leabhar); 53 kɔˀɔ̇rə (comhartha); 83 fẹˀuɲ 

(feadhainn); 40 rø̈ˀø̇ɲ̣̊ (roghain). Velar ɣ (dh/gh) seems to have been preserved more consistently 

between a high front vowel and a: 57 iˀɣaɫ̥ (iodhal); in some dialects as a stop: 82 fɪˀg̊an (fiodhan). 

Labial v (mh) is frequently found after a and ɛ: 84 kɫãˀvan̥ (clamhan); 57 sɛˀvɪɲ̊ (samhain); 40 ʃlʹɛˀvɪɲ̊ 

 
98 According to SGDS I, 126, ‘historical lenis plosives appear as voiceless in many Gaelic dialects’. See also Ó Murchú 

(1985) for various Gaelic dialects; Holmer (1938, 1962) for Islay and Gigha, and Kintyre; Borgstrøm (1940, 1941) for 

the Outer Hebrides, Skye, and Ross-shire; Oftedal (1956) for Leurbost (Lewis); Wentworth (2005) for Gairloch; Ternes 

(1980, 2006) for Applecross; and Scouller (2017) for Colonsay. Phonetic descriptions of these sounds are available in 

Shuken (1979, 1980) for Lewis and Harris; Ladefoged et al. (1998) for Bernera (Lewis); and Nance & Stuart-Smith (2013) 

for Lewis. Voiced realisations of these consonants have been reported for some peripheral dialects – see Holmer (1957) 

for Arran, and Dorian (1978) for East Sutherland. Voiced realisation of stops after a nasal, common in all dialects, is 

irrelevant here.  

99 Thogainn.  

100 The subscript or superposed ring indicates voicelessness. Partial or incomplete devoicing is indicated by the ring 

enclosed in brackets. See SGDS I, 135.  

101 See footnote 95.  

102 See Ó Maolalaigh (2006).  
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(sleamhainn). Labial v (bh) is also common after a, but only in Colonsay, Arran and Kintyre: 57 

g̊aˀval̠ʹ (gabhail), aˀvɪɲ̊ (abhainn); 31/33 saʼvəɫ (sabhal), ɫaʼvəᵲtʃ (labhairt); 37/39/41 ɣavəɣ 

(ghabhadh). Glottalisation has not been recorded with v (bh) in Kintyre. Palatalised voiced fricatives 

have been reduced to approximant /i̯/ or lost in almost all attested examples (see §4.1. and §4.2.a.ε); 

but cf. 53 d̥ʹź̥ɛ ̣ˀvi̜ɲ̊ (deimhin). If the diphthong in 31 saʼivrəs (saibhreas103) is short, as in 31 mũĩʼmə 

(muime), this may be an example of glottalisation before a tautosyllabic consonant cluster starting 

with a fricative (cf. §4.2.a.α).  

 

4.2.a.γ. Unlenited sonorants  

Glottalisation has been well-attested in this context: 55 b̥aˀṙən (barran), 40 uˀrə (oirre); 41 koʔɫɪɲ 

(callainn), 39 keˀʎə (coille); 46 kʹãʔᵰɪç (ceannaich), 33 b̥ãʼɲə (bainne); 48 iˀmʌr (iomair). 

Glottalisation also occurs with reflexes of //ŋg// and //ŋgʹ//: 53 ɛˀɲəɫ̥ (aingeal).104 Unlenited sonorants 

can be realised as long or half-long segments in southern dialects. Glottalisation does not seem to 

occur with fully long realisations, but too few such examples have been recorded to allow for a firm 

conclusion: 38* ʎemːimi (leumaidh mi); cf. muˀɫˑʌx (mullach); kɤ͔ńˀaɫ̥ (coinneal).105  

Glottalisation does not occur if the sonorant is voiceless: 57 ur̥ə (oirre), ɔr̥əsən (orrasan106) vs. 40 

uˀrə (oirre), 54 ɔ ̣ˀrə (orra).107 No other examples of devoiced unlenited sonorants have been found in 

the materials, but cf. §4.2.a.δ.  

 

4.2.a.δ. Lenited sonorants  

Examples of glottalisation in this context include: 47 g̊aˀɫər (galar); 39/41/44 b̥aˀlə (baile); 82 dɔrˀəst 

(doras); 39 g̊eˀrɛ̈tʃ (goirid); 53 lʹɛˀni̜ç (leanaidh); 55 d̥uˀɲɪ̈ (duine); cf. also 85 vẹi̯ˀəɣ (bheireadh); 84 

had̥oˀi̯əɣ (cha toireadh); with i̯ as the realisation of /rj/. Glottalisation never occurs with voiceless 

sonorants, the reflexes of earlier sequences of //h// and a sonorant: 57 pɛr̥ɪç̣ɪn̥ (peathraichean); frɔɲ̊ʌχ̣ 

(raithneach); 82 kʹɛr̥hɪ̈r̥ʹ (ceathrair); (s)aɲ̊ɪ̈ (aithne). Cf. examples from dialects that lack devoicing: 

 
103 Saibhir.  

104 Other sonorant reflexes of //ŋg// are found in dialects in which glottalisation rarely or never occurs in consonantal 

contexts: 69 cʰɛŋɪlɪ̯ (ceangail); ȧŋʹɤ̞ɫ (aingeal). The other reflexes can be exemplified by 66 cʰɛŋgɪlɪ̯ (ceangail); 53 tʹʃɛ ̣ˀg̊ə 

(teanga); kʹɛˀɪl̠ (ceangail); 38 ȧˑj͂ɤ̘ɫ (aingeal).  

105 Cf. Jones (2006).  

106 Orra.  

107 Voicelessness could be the reflex of earlier //h// in these examples, cf. Irish uirthi, orthu.  
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55 frɔ ̣ˀɲaχ (raithneach); 53 ɛ ̣ˀɲɪ̇ (aithne), pɛˀrɪçɪ̇n̥̣ (peathraichean); 40 kɛˀrar (ceathrair); 58 kʹeʔra 

(ceathramh).108 There are no examples of the reflexes of //hl// in the materials.  

 

4.2.a.ε. Approximants  

Examples involving approximants include: 40 kɫoˀu̯ə (clobha); 55 b̥oˀu̯ə (bogha); 82 b̥lʹeˀu̯ən 

(bleoghan109); 55 uʔ(u̯)in (uighean); 40 kɔˀi̯ɑχ (coimheach); 53 krȯu̯ˀi̯a͕g̊ (cnoimheag110); 54 sÿˀi̯ʌχʌɣ̣ 

(suidheachadh); cf. also: 51 ọˀu̯ə (ogha); 84 piˀu̯ɪ̇r̥ (piuthar), reflecting Old Gaelic hiatus.111 In the 

mainland area comprising most of the pts 70-103, the approximant is preceded by a glide or a (reduced) 

vowel following (the onset of) glottalisation in some examples: 71 feʔo̯wĩɲ (feadhainn); d̥ʹǯeʔowi̜ 

(deaghaidh); 70 ȧʔowınʹ (abhainn); 91 ȧʔo̯wi̜nʹ (abhainn); slʹɛ͂|õ̯wĩ̜nʹ (sleamhainn); 80/86 g̊oʔo̯wɪ̝nʹ 

(gobhainn112); 67 ʃlʹe̜ʔowɪnʹ (sleamhainn); uʔi̜jɤ̘n (uighean) (cf. §5).  

 

4.2.b. Voiceless stops  

Glottalisation has been attested in the context of (historically) voiceless stops in the dialects of Gigha, 

Kintyre, Knapdale, and Cowal (pts 36-49), where some or all of these sounds lack preaspiration:113 

39/40/44 kɑˀb̥əɫ (capall114); 39/41 taˀb̥ı (tapaidh); 39 ʎiˀdʒɛ̈r (litir); 40 lʹiˀd̥ʹźɪ̈r (litir); 41 tʊˀtʃəm 

(tuiteam); ᵲɔˀb̥ə (romhpa); hanɛ̱ˀg̊ə (chan fhaca); and with consonant clusters: 41 mə ɫaˀtsə (mo shlat-

sa115); 41/44 rʊˀtsə (riutsa); 44 ɣʊˀtʃə (dhuitse); 41/44/49 lɛˀtsə (leatsa); 46 lɛʔtsə (leatsa).  

It seems that the two series of stops have fallen together in these dialects, which could explain the 

spread of glottalisation into historically voiceless contexts (see Table 3).116 On the other hand, the 

opposition between the two series has been reported for Kintyre Gaelic at least.117 Interestingly, at 

 
108 Glottalisation is generally very uncommon at pt 58.  

109 Bleaghan.  

110 Cnuimh.  

111 For the origin of intervocalic approximants in Gaelic, see §4.1.  

112 Gabha.  

113 Orthographical p t c are preaspirated after a stressed short vowel in most Gaelic dialects. For preaspiration in Gaelic, 

see Ó Murchú (1985) and Ó Maolalaigh (2010).  

114 Làir.  

115 Mo shlat.  

116 Cf. the note, pt 40, page 12: tɑˀb̥i (tapaidh): ‘same C as toˀb̥ər well’. On the other hand, no glottalisation is indicated 

in suipeir and cipean, but there is a note saying: ‘perhaps less glottalisation than in well’. Cf. Appendix 5.  

117 Holmer (1962: 13-15).  
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pts 39, 42 and 44, glottalisation appears to be more consistent with historically voiceless stops than 

in other environments, cf. 42 ʎɛb̥ı (leabaidh) vs. ʎɛˀb̥ıçən (leapaichean118). In Arran (pts 31-35), the 

two stop series differ, at least non-finally:119 31 toʼb̥ər (tobar), g̊oʼp (gob) vs. tapi (tapaidh), krɛ͂p 

(cnap); and interestingly, only one example of glottalisation with a voiceless stop has been recorded 

in Arran: 33 iʼtʃak (iteag120).  

Both series of stops  Points  

voiceless (p t k)  

devoiced (b̥ d̥ g̊)  

devoiced internally, voiceless finally  

devoiced/voiceless internally, voiceless finally  

36, 38  

40  

37, 39, 42, 45-49  

41, 43, 44  

Table 3: The use of symbols in the transcription of stops in the materials from pts 36-49.  

 

4.3. Glottalisation at the word boundary  

4.3.a. Glottalisation in sandhi  

Glottalisation can occur in sandhi when a stressed monosyllable is followed by a clitic or by a word 

with non-initial stress, if a suitable context is formed between the two words. This has been reported 

in earlier works, for Jura,121 Colonsay,122 and Arran.123 Examples involving hiatus include: 46 ɲĩ ʔa̱ 

(nigh e), 64 g̊ɤ̈ŋ gaˀɛ ̣ː  (gun gabh e). If there is an intervening consonant, it can belong to either of the 

two words: 54 had̥ʹźiˀg̊ʹ(a) (cha tig (e)), 70 hiʔc e̜ (thig e); 41 he̱ˀr at (their iad); 46 mbeʔrʊ (am beir 

thu); 44 b̥e̜ˀr e̜r (beir air); 57 b̥eˀrer̥ (beir air); kʹeˀl̠(a) (ceil (e)); 53 kʹeˀḻa (ceil e); 55 sḻeˀɲ(ɑ) (is 

leinn (e)); 54 ḻɛṇˀa (lean e124); 57 χa ɣɫɛˀnɛˑ (cha ghlan e); g̊əŋgaˀv(a) (gun gabh (e)); hr̥eˀu̯̇i̯a (threabh 

e) vs. 46 ha hʊ̈ʔmı (cha shuidh mi125); 64 mən ɛˀmı̜ (mun fhaigh mi126). The example 46 d̥ʒeʔ mar 

(cé mar) may be perceived as a single word (cf. modern spelling ciamar). Cf. also 41 əmfɛ̱ˀg̊ʊ (am 

fac’ thu), with glottalisation in the context of an originally voiceless stop. Examples have been found 

in the audio materials: 5320 ̍ fɛˀɾəˈʃiṉ (fear an sin); 31765 ɣav a (ghabh e). See more examples in §4.4.  

 
118 Leabaidhean.  

119 They also differ word-finally, according to Holmer (1957: 13-14).  

120 Ite.  

121 Jones (2006).  

122 Scouller (2017: 261, 292).  

123 Holmer (1957: 38).  

124 Leum.  

125 Cha suidh.  

126 Mus faigh.  
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As expected (see §4.2), glottalisation does not usually occur before heterosyllabic clusters:127 46 

vermi er (bheir mi air), əhog̊ mĩ (a thog mi128); 84 rʹu̇g mi (rug mi); but cf. 66 huʔg̊mi̜ (thug mi), 

where glottalisation might have spread by analogy with combinations such as thug e. Glottalisation 

does not occur with unlenited sonorants realised as geminates (see §4.2.a.γ): 38* xad̥ol̠emːi (cha do 

leum i); hiʎːɛ (thill e)129.130 Examples like these are scarce in the materials.  

 

4.3.b. Word-final glottalisation  

Glottalisation has been reported to occur in monosyllables in absolute word-final position: in Jura,131 

and Islay and Gigha.132 A few examples can be found in SGDS and more have been recorded in the 

fieldwork materials, but they still form an insignificant minority amongst all attested monosyllabic 

examples, and it is possible that glottalisation spread there from sandhi situations (see §4.3.a) or that 

these examples were produced in sandhi by the informants.133 Examples involving an open syllable 

are less common: 66 xȧ ɾoʔ (cha robh), ɤ̞ᵰ dɾoʔ (an robh), eʔcɤ̘ᵰd̥ɾoʔ (aig an robh), xaᵰ ɛ̝ʔ (chan 

fhaigh); 67 ɲi̜ʔ (nigh), fı̯o̝ʔ (feadh); 72 g̊ɤ̘ŋgȧʔ (gun gabh), b̥ɾeʔ (breith), ɲji̜ʔ (nigh); 90* xȧ nʹi̜ʔ (cha 

nigh). There are many examples of monosyllables ending in a consonant: 31/33/35 g̊oʼp (gob); 40 

ɲed̥ˀ (nead); 66 nʹɛʔtʰ (nead); 57 ɹɯ̈ˀd̥ (rud); 57 g̊ø ̣ˀ d̥ʹʃ (goid); 66 b̥eʔk̠ʰ (beag); g̊ø̙̈̈ ʔtʹ (goid); 40 ɫɑgˀ 

(lag); 54 ᵭɑˀg̊ (lag); 66 ɫa̘̱ʔg̊ (lag); 66 e̜ʔk̘ʰ (aig); 70 e̜ʔcʰ (aig); 66/67/70 hiʔcʰ (thig); 31 ha neˀl (chan 

eil); 46 əm vɛʔr (am fear), ndə veʔr (an do bheir); 46 d̥ə vɛ͂ʔn (do/de bhean), ha ʎɛ͂ʔn (cha lean).134 

No examples of glottalisation in monosyllables ending in a fricative (e.g. damh, lagh) or approximant 

(e.g. suidh, faigh) have been found, except in sandhi (see §4.3.a). Examples ending in g/k < //ɣ//, 

recorded in certain dialects, lack glottalisation, perhaps accidentally, cf. 31 fik (fiodh) vs. fiˀg̊an 

(fiodhan). The forms 35 sʊʼı and 38 sı̙̈ ʔi̜|i̜ (suidh) seem to represent the verbal noun suidhe.  

Examples of word-final glottalisation in the context of voiceless stops have also been attested: 44 

ᵲõı̯ˀp (troimhpe), ᵲoˀp (tromhpa); 45 ᵲɔˀp (romhpa); 39/44 sɫa̱ˀt (slat); 41 ɣʊˀtʃ (dhuit), 44 köˀtʃ (cait); 

 
127 Cf. Jones (2006).  

128 Far an do thog.  

129 Similarly pts 59, 63 and 64.  

130 Cf. Holmer (1938: 68-70).  

131 Jones (2006).  

132 Holmer (1938: 36-37).  

133 This possibility has also been mentioned by Scouller (2017: 146, 150).  

134 However, glottalisation is rarely indicated in beag/big, bean, fear/fir in the section of the questionnaire dedicated to 

declension.  
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37/39 krɔ͂ˀk (cnoc); 42 lɛˀt (leat); and before a consonant cluster: 45 lɛʔts (leatsa135). Cf. 44 pɔˀtʃ ɣʊ 

(poit dubh), with glottalisation occurring before a heterosyllabic consonant cluster, where the 

following syllable (i.e. word) most likely bore primary stress (cf. §4.4). Examples of glottalisation in 

clusters composed of a sonorant and a (historically) voiceless stop have been recorded in two survey 

points: 45* fa̠ˀɫ̥t (falt); 50 kʹɛrˀk (cearc), kɔrˀɟ̊ə (coirce). Word-final glottalisation appears to be 

slightly more common with voiceless stops than with voiced stops at pts 41 and 42.  

 

4.4. Glottalisation and stress in connected speech  

The occurrence and degree of glottalisation in connected speech appear to correlate with the relative 

prominence of the relevant word. Glottalisation is more likely to occur in words bearing sentence 

stress, whereas less prominent words tend to lack it.136 Although stress has rarely been indicated in 

the materials, its place and the patterns of prominence can be predicted. Examples of the lack of 

glottalisation in words bearing secondary stress (italicised) include: 53 nəˌkarɪçɪn̥ˈb̥eg̊ (na 

cathraichean beaga 137 ); 53 fɛrɪ̈ndɦaˀi (fear an taighe); 86 d̥ɔɫ a̠ ᵲhɛʔu̜ (dol a threabhadh); 53 

χuraˈsg̊rɛv ɔrɪ̈m (chuir e sgreamh orm); 85 hug̊a ᵰaˀi̯ɪ̈ ɣaˑ (thug e an aire dha); 37 harɪʃ ʊʔrə (thairis 

oirre138); and in unstressed words: 53 ɛg̊ʹəroa (aig an robh e); 57 fərəndaˑg̊ (far an d’fhàg); 40 hɑd̥ə 

l̠emˑ (cha do leum). Cf. the more significant reduction in 54 əˌχarˈveg̊ (a’ chathair bheag) vs. ˈχaˀar; 

72 b̥o sȧʔi̜tʰ (bogha-saighead139) vs. 71 b̥oʔo.  

This, however, is not a strict rule since glottalisation has also been recorded under secondary stress 

and in proclitics: 40 g̊ɑˀɫan g̊ø̇ ̣ˀ ø̇ ̣(gòbhlan-gaoithe140); 53 g̊a͕ˀɫan̥ g̊y̜ˑç (gòbhlan-gaoithe); g̊rɔˀuχ duˀl̠i 

(gnothach duilich); 57 uˀɪr eˀl̠ɪ̈ (uibhir eile); 46 töʔəɲɛr voːr (taigh an fhir mhóir); 54 dɔvẹˀnəndɦa͔ˀi̜ 

(do bhean an taighe), b̥eˀnəb[ȧi]ʃɪ̈ɣ (bean na bainnseadh141); 52* haˀrɪʃerəvu̇r̥ (thairis air a’ mhuir142); 

57 ˌhuˀnənˈd̥haˀi (chun an taighe); haˀrəᵰarɪg̊ʹɪ̈ (thar an fhairrge); 55 haˀrə χ[ua]n̥ (thar a’ chuain); 

 
135 Leat.  

136 Cf. the notes, pt 54, page 39: ‘NB ˀ appears with /ˈ/, but not with /ˌ/’, and pt 40, page 13: ‘ˀ dropped when not primary 

stress’; pts 28-30, page 31: ‘In slow speech, as when a word is stressed, the break in tension is perfectly distinct and 

marked (…) In rapid speech, as when a word is unstressed, it glides over without any noticeable break.’; pt 45, page 18, 

d̥ɯ̟ɲə ̣(duine): ‘If very emphatic produces [d̥ɯ̟ʔɲə]̣’.  

137 Glottalisation normally occurs with the reflexes of //hr// and //hn// in this dialect (see §4.2.a.δ).  

138 Thairte.  

139 Bogha.  

140 Gaoithe. For glottalisation in gòbhlan, see §8.  

141 Bean na bainnse.  

142 Farais air.  
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53 fi̯ø ̣ˀəndɦa͕ˀi (feadh an taighe); 82 fėgˀənthaı ̯ ə (feadh an taighe); 66 eʔcɤ̘xa̱x̱tʰ (aig a’ chat); 

eʔcɤ̘ᵰd̥ɾoʔ (aig an robh); 57 χaˀd̥əχaˀrɪç (cha do charaich); 53 χaˀd̥ə ɣɫ[uȧ]ʃ (cha do ghluais); 52* 

haˀd̥ə ver mi (cha do bheir mi); 66 xȧʔd̥ɔ ɹuʔki̜ (cha do rug i); 53 faˀḻɛndaˑg̊ (far an d’fhàg); and 

with weaker glottalisation under secondary stress: 54 χa(ˀ)d̥ə χaˀri̜çʌ (cha do charaich e). Cf. examples 

of tertiary stress: 54 teˀn̩duɲɪ̇veg̊ (taigh an duine bhig); but note: 53 tʏ̇ˀʏ̇nduˀɲɪ̇veg̊; 57 tʏ̇ ənduˀɲɪ̈ 

viˀg̊ʹ.  

In 57 χaˀd̥ʹźiˀg̊ʹɪ̈v (cha tigibh143), glottalisation immediately precedes primary stress at the word 

boundary, which is unusual. Cf. also 46 kaʔmʊʔɲa̱ɫ (gath-muineil144); and 39248 ˈkrɔˀgˈɔːr (crog 

òir).  

 

4.5. Exceptions  

This section addresses the examples of glottalisation occurring in contexts in which it is not expected 

(see §4.1. and §4.2). Most of them have been recorded in a few southern dialects, along with more 

numerous examples without glottalisation in the same contexts.  

 

4.5.a. Epenthesis  

A few examples of glottalisation occuring before the epenthetic vowel have been found in the 

materials collected in the area comprising pts 38-57: 39 ɛʔmɛʃır / ɛmˀeʃır (aimsir), iʔnaʃ 

(Aonghais145), muˀlëçıɲ (muinchill); 41 ˈd̥ʒaˀɫək (dealg), 44 ĩˀmə̯rʌ (iomradh), ĩˀmə̯lɪç (imlich), 

ˈɛˀɲəm (ainm), mʊʔrʌχɪ (Murchadh), tö ʔrö ı̯ (tairbh), nəs d̥ɔˀrıçə (nas doirche146), sʊʔrɪ (suirghe); 

46 d̥oˀᵰʌχə (Donnchadh), d̥ʒa̱ˀɫək (dealg); 53/55 suˀri (suirghe); 54 kɔ ̣ˀɲa͕ɫ̥ (coingheall), su̇ˀri 

(suirghe); 57 suˀriç (suirghe); 66 ɔʔɾënʹ (oirnn), ɔʔɾëʃ̣ (oirbhse147);148 68 tʹeˀg̊əɣ̊ (teagmhach).149 It is 

interesting that ʔ is normally used before sonorants in the materials from pt 46, so the ˀ symbol might 

point to a weaker degree of glottalisation in the two afore-mentioned examples. See also §8.  

 

 
143 Na tigibh.  

144 Muing.  

145 Aonghas.  

146 Doirche.  

147 Oirbh.  

148 These could actually represent variant forms orainn, oraibh, judging by the quality of the vowel in the second syllable.  

149 Glottalisation is very rare at pt 68.  
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4.5.b. Long vowels or diphthongs  

Glottalisation has been recorded in consonantal contexts after long vowels or diphthongs in some 

southern dialects: 31 ɫaː’d̥ʒır (làidir), kʹeːʼli (céilidh), ũː’ɫən (ùbhlan), b̥liãʼᵰə (bliadhna), sɛːʼvən 

(sàibhean150), ᵲũãʼvər (ruamhar), krua’ji (cruaidhe); 31/33 b̥ə seːʼrə (bu saoire151); 33 b̥ɔːʼjɛ̜̈χ 

(bòidheach); 66 ʔɤ̘̮̇ ːˀprȧᵰ (odhbrann), ʔiːʔpɤ̘ɻʂtʹʃ̌ (ìobairt), heːʔd̥ʹɤ̘ɣ (thèideadh152); 82 faˑ(ˀ)g̊(a) (fàg 

(e)), fọˑ(ˀ)nɪxʹ (foghnaidh), uai̯ˀg̊ɪ̈ɲ əχ (uaigneach); word-finally: 66 sɤ̘ᵰdȧːʔkʰ (san d’fhàg153); 31/33 

feː’i (fèidh); with historically voiceless stops: 41/44 paːˀpanəχ (pàpanach154); 44 b̥aːˀd̥ə (bàta); 66 

fɤ̘ːʔtını̯ (faotainn), qɯ̘̮̇ ːʔtʹʃ̌ɤ̘ (dh’fhaoidte155); 46 ᵲɔıˀb̥ə (roimhpe); and word-finally: 41 jiːˀt (dhìot). 

Glottalisation is indicated within diphthongs in a few examples from Arran: 31 ɹĩʼãv̥ (riamh), ıʼaᵲi 

(iarraidh), b̥uʼaɫək (bualadh); 33/35 fuʼaijəɫ (fuaigheal), ɫuʼaʼi (luaidhe); 35 ũʼaʼi (uaimhe156), vuʼaʼı 

(bhuaithe157). This does not seem to differ from the situation in hiatus, cf. 31 ĩʼãɲ (Iain). See also §8.  

 

4.5.c. Unstressed syllables  

Few examples of pre-consonantal glottalisation in unstressed syllables have been recorded in the 

materials:  

• following hiatus: 70 fiʔi̜ʔtɛɾɤ̘xkʰ (figheadaireachd158);  

• following a consonant: 46 kʹã̱ᵰıˀd̥ʒə ̣ (ceannaichte); 70 kʰɔraʔkɤ̘ᵰ (corragan159), hɛːnıʔc 

miː/ɛ̝ː (thàinig mi/e 160 ); 66 hɛ̝͂ˑni̜ʔcʰ (thàinig); but cf. hɛ̝͂ˑnɤ̘mi̜ (thàinig mi); but cf. 83 

dʹźe̜ˑxũᵰəm̓ĩdʹźẹˑ (an té a chunnaic mi an-dé);  

• after an epenthetic vowel (1): 82 uai̯ˀg̊ɪ̈ɲ əχ (uaigneach);  

• after an epenthetic vowel (2): 40 fɑrɪ̈g ̥ ʹɪ̇ (fairrge);161  

 
150 Sàibh.  

151 Ba saor.  

152 Rachadh.  

153 Far an do thog, or dh’fhàg.  

154 Pàpa.  

155 Maith dh’fhaoidhte.  

156 Uamha.  

157 Uaidhe.  

158 Fighe.  

159 Meòirean.  

160 Thig, morphology.  

161 Glottalisation does not normally occur with this type of epenthesis (see §4.2).  
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• word-finally: 46 ɫoʔməʔ (lomadh), moʔɫəʔ (moladh), ja̱ʔɫəʔ (eala), d̥uʔıʔ (duibhe).  

At least in some of these examples, glottalisation might in fact have persisted throughout the second 

syllable (having started in the final phase of the first one) (see §5.2).  

 

4.5.d. Other exceptions  

There are a few examples of glottalisation before a heterosyllabic consonant cluster: 41 ɫɛʔɟ̊ʃə, 39 

ɫɤʔɟ̊ʃə, 37/58/62/65 ɫöˀɟ̊ʃə (laigse); and in sandhi: 66 huʔg̊mi̜ (thug mi).162 Glottalisation is otherwise 

fairly rare in most of these dialects, so these examples are difficult to explain. In 70 i̜ŋg ɤ̘tɤ̘s 

(iongantas163), ŋ could represent very strong nasalisation rather than a separate segment. There are 

two examples of glottalisation occurring with a voiceless fricative: 39 tɔˀʃʌχk (toiseachd164); 41 ən 

toˀʃəχk ɔːᵲɲə (an toiseachd oirnne165).  

 

 

  

 
162 Glottalisation has not been recorded in the words cionta(ch) and bailtean in SGDS in any dialect, including those that 

lack preaspiration. Other examples of heterosyllabic clusters start with a voiceless fricative (uisge, cupan /khuhpan/) or 

with a sonorant which either lengthens the previous vowel or is itself long (cinnteach).  

163 Iongnadh.  

164 Toiseach.  

165 Romhainn.  
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5. Realisation of glottalisation in Scottish Gaelic  

The symbolisation used in part of the fieldwork records reveals differences in the realisation of 

glottalisation in various dialects or in various contexts within the same dialect, in terms of intensity, 

location, and extent.  

 

5.1. Intensity  

As outlined in §3, some fieldworkers used different symbols to indicate glottalisation in various 

contexts and sometimes in the same context. In part of the materials collected by Fred MacAulay, the 

glottal stop is mostly used in hiatus and the raised glottal stop in consonantal contexts: 37 koʔər 

(cobhair) vs. d̥ʊˀɲə (duine); maˀd̥əɣ (madadh166). Elsewhere, MacAulay used the regular glottal stop 

with sonorants, very rarely with stops, but never with voiceless stops: 46 øʔɪ (aghaidh); tʃãʔᵰɪç 

(teannaich) vs. ɫaˀg̊an (lagan); kraˀp (cnap); but note: eʔgɫaʃ (eaglais). This seems to point to a 

difference in the intensity of glottalisation in these contexts, possibly related to the degree of sonority 

of particular types of sounds. A similar difference (but in the same context) might be reflected by the 

transcription of 39 be̱ʔ re̱r vs. 44 b̥e̜ˀr e̜r (beir air): the space following the glottal stop symbol in the 

former example might point to a more intense and/or prolonged glottalisation. Eric Hamp, who used 

the raised glottal stop in all contexts, occasionally enclosed it in brackets, probably indicating a lower 

intensity of glottalisation:167 40 g̊ø̇(ˀ)d̥ʹź̥ (goid), ke(ˀ)ɪr (ceithir168); 82 u(ˀ)ɫəv (ullamh); 55 ku(ˀ)ri̜ç ɛsən 

(cuiridh esan169). Glottalisation can be weaker after long vowels in certain dialects: 82 fọˑ(ˀ)nɪxʹ 

(foghnaidh) (see §4.1.b.β); and under secondary stress (see §4.4).  

 

5.2. Location (timing) and extent  

As stated before (see §3), the symbol indicating glottalisation can occur in various positions with 

respect to various parts of the context:  

• between vowels  

• between a vowel and a glide  

 
166 Cù.  

167 Cf. the note, pt 68, page 6: ‘dɔ͂(ˀ)nə very slight glottal constriction optionally after V̆ – Never a stoppage – only a fading 

in (…)’. The symbol enclosed in brackets is located above n in the original note. Cf. SGDS I, 135. 

168 Ceathrair.  

169 Cuiridh.  
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• before a consonant  

• above a consonant  

• following a consonant  

Since glottalisation is not a segment, but rather an interval of creaky voice which can extend through 

multiple segments (see §7), the position of the symbol may reflect the onset of glottalisation or the 

location in the sound sequence at which glottal constriction reaches its maximum. This often seems 

to coincide roughly with the syllabic boundary and with the boundary between the two vowels: 40 

b̥ḻoˀən̥ (bleaghan); 53 b̥uˀi (buidhe); 54 lʹeˀɪ̇s (leigheas); 57 piˀur̥ (piuthar). In some cases, however, 

glottalisation appears to reach its highest intensity before the end of the stressed vowel: 85 boˀo̯ə̼ 

(bogha); 86 d̥ɔʔɔ̯i̜nʹ (domhain). The situation seems to be reverse in diphthongs – glottalisation is 

often indicated in the materials before the second phase of the diphthong: 38 sı̙̈ ʔi̜|i̜ (suidhe170); 46  

ʊ̈ʔı-ın (uighean), ʃʎɛ͂ʔʊ-ɪɲ (sleamhainn); 84 tʹʃeˀu̯ə (teotha171); even when followed by an approximant: 

67 uʔi̜jɤ̘n (uighean); 91 ȧʔo̯wi̜nʹ (abhainn); and it rarely co-occurs with the second part of the 

diphthong: 66 u-ı̯ |jɛ̈n (uighean), b̥uı ̯ |ji̜ (buidhe); or follows it: 46 kɫa̠ɪˀɪ (claidheamh). Cf. also 31 ɫuʼai 

(luaidhe); 35 ɫuʼaʼɪ (luaidhe); 33 fiaˀi (fiadhaich); and more examples in §4.1.b.β and §4.5.b. The 

following examples all come from the same dialect: 82 aˀu̯ɪɲ̊ / au̯ˀi̜ɲ̊ (abhainn), lʹẹu ̯ ər̥ʹ (leabhar), 

hr̥ɛu̯ˀa͕ (threabh e); u̯ represents a ‘non-fricative glide’ here,172 but it could also be analysed as part 

of a diphthong (see §4.1. and 4.2.a.ε).  

In consonantal contexts, glottalisation is indicated before the consonant in a great majority of 

examples from most dialects, implying that it usually starts in the final phase of the stressed vowel 

(see §7.2.c). In Eric Hamp’s records from pts 59, 82, 83, and 85, the glottalisation symbol is frequently 

found above the consonant: 59 nasðȯm ɪ̈ (nas luime 173 ), g̊op  (gob); 82 b̥aɲ ɪ̈ (bainne), kɫ̥uɲ ɪç 

(cluinnidh); 83 mu̇ı̯m ë (muime), kɫɤ̇ɲ ɪxʹ (cluinnidh); 85 fɛ͂ᵰ əɣ (feannadh), ᵰãı ̯ əχg̊ (naidheachd); and 

mainly word-finally at pt 40: ɫɑg  (lag), ɲed̥  (nead). It often follows the consonant at pt 82: b̥al̠ˀɪ̈ (baile), 

dɔrˀəst (doras). A few examples are found elsewhere. In Anthony Dilworth’s records from pt 80, 

where glottalisation is rare, the glottal stop symbol is usually superscribed: ᵲɯı̯c i̜ (ruigidh). Fred 

MacAulay recorded ‘simultaneous’ glottalisation at pt 45.174 Interestingly, one of the informants from 

 
170 Suidh.  

171 Nas teotha.  

172 SGDS I, 119.  

173 Luime.  

174 The note, pts 45/46, page 18: ‘(2) Glottal stops precede consonants. Unlike (1) who, when she uses them at all, has 

simultaneous glottal stops’. Numbers 1 and 2 refer to points 45 and 46 respectively.  
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pt 40 produced realisations such as ul̠ˀl̠ɪ̈ (uile),175 and also r r.176 It seems that glottalisation can 

sometimes persist throughout the following syllable: 70 fiʔi̜ʔtɛɾɤ̘xkʰ (figheadaireachd); 82 uai̯ˀg̊ɪ̈ɲ əχ 

(uaigneach); or perhaps have delayed onset in less prominent words: 83 dʹźe̜ˑxũᵰəm̓ĩdʹźẹˑ (an té a 

chunnaic mi an-dé).  

 

5.3. Glottalisation and epenthesis  

Glottalisation does not normally occur before the epenthetic vowel: 55 b̥[ɔɫʌ]g̊ (bolg). It has, however, 

been recorded (albeit rarely) in hiatus following the epenthetic vowel (see §4.1.b.γ): 83 g[aɲa]ˀạχ 

(gainmheach). This may be related to the fact that, prosodically, the epenthetic vowel acts as an 

extension of the stressed vowel in many dialects, i.e. the pitch contour of svarabhakti groups 

corresponds to that of stressed long vowels.177 Glottalisation is most common in this context at pt 83 

(see §4.1.b.γ), where it has also been recorded after long vowels and diphthongs: ɹ[ũã]ˀạr̥ʹ (ruamhar). 

Pitch drop has been indicated by a special symbol in many examples of hiatus in which glottalisation 

is absent in this dialect: f[ua]
↓aḻ (fuaghail). See also §7.2.c.  

In some of the dialects in which the epenthetic vowel is an allophone of /ə/, svarabhakti groups do 

not seem to differ from the original disyllabic sequences in pitch contour, which is reflected in the 

transcription of such groups in the materials:178 cf. 55 ʃɑɫəg̊ (sealg) vs. 83 ʃ[ɑ͔ɫɑ]g̊ (sealg).179 That is 

why the only example of glottalisation in a consonantal context after the epenthetic vowel, which has 

been found in the materials: 40 fɑrɪ̈g ̥ ʹɪ̇ (fairrge); cannot be explained as related to pitch.180  

 

 

 

  

 
175 These have been recorded in notes on pages 8 and 9 of the questionnaire.  

176 Cf. the note, pt 40, page 12: ‘for his sister’s ˀr, C has r̓r mostly’.  

177 See Bosch & de Jong (1997: 5-11); Ladefoged et al. (1998: 30-31); Ternes (2006: 137-41); Nance (2015: 5).  

178 For svarabhakti and stress marking, see SGDS I, 119-21.  

179 Cf. the note, pt 57, page 33: ‘absence of [ˀ]; no distinctive pitch contour; much like Islay’; and pts 53 and 54, page 33: 

‘1st syll. always well accented; but no ˀ’. Svarabhakti groups are marked with a subscript ligature (like diphthongs) in the 

records from pts 84 and 85, but cf. the note on page 33: ‘The total lack of a glottal constriction marks it more than the 

steady pitch’.  

180 See also Dilworth (1972: 6-7).  
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6. Geographical distribution of glottalisation in Gaelic  

The following overview is based on fieldwork records for the majority of the relevant SGDS points, 

and where these were unavailable, the data from the published lists was used. The recorded examples 

have been organised into groups according to the context of glottalisation:  

• hiatus glottalisation following a short stressed vowel;  

• hiatus glottalisation following a long stressed vowel;  

• hiatus glottalisation following the epenthetic vowel;  

• glottalisation in the context of word-internal voiced consonants;  

• glottalisation in the context of word-final voiced consonants;181  

• glottalisation in the context of voiceless (aspirated) stops.  

The tables in Appendix 7 show the percentages of examples involving the glottal stop and pipe 

symbols in the total number of words in which glottalisation is expected to occur, which have been 

recorded at each survey point. It is important to point out that the total number of examples involving 

a glottalising environment is not the same for each survey point, and is much lower for some dialects 

than for others, which could have influenced the overall picture.182 Other factors that might have 

affected the accuracy of these values have been addressed in §0.2.  

The geographical distribution of the dialects in which hiatus glottalisation has been recorded is shown 

on Map 1 (Appendix 6), based on the data presented in Table A (Appendix 7). The map also shows 

the survey points at which hiatus has been indicated by the pipe in the published lists (i.e. including 

A. Dilworth’s hyphen). The highest frequencies of glottalisation have been recorded in this context 

in Islay, Gigha, the south of Jura, Colonsay, Easdale, the west of Mull, Tiree, Eigg, parts of Arran, 

and some mainland dialects, e.g. pts 46, 66, 72, 78, and 80. If the pipe symbol used in the records 

from pts 28-30 indicates creaky voice or similar phonetic phenomena, hiatus glottalisation also seems 

to be very consistent in some Barra dialects. A few examples (usually just one or two) have been 

found in some dialects outwith this area (pts 14, 16, 23, 74, 99).  

Glottalisation has been recorded in hiatus after a long vowel and following the epenthetic vowel 

(Maps 2 and 3; cf. Tables B and C) mainly in some dialects of Lochaber and Mull. Glottalisation 

appears to be exceptionally consistent after the epenthetic vowel at pt 83, where it is found in nine 

 
181 Voiced consonants include unaspirated stops.  

182 The obtained percentages may not always reflect the real state of affairs, since the total number of examples of certain 

contexts in the materials is fairly small (e.g. hiatus after a long vowel, or the consonantal contexts involving fricatives). 

In cases like these, the numerical values should probably not be taken at face value.  
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out of ten recorded examples (see §4.1.b.γ). Following a long vowel, glottalisation is also fairly 

common at pt 78. In the materials from pts 29-30, hiatus is indicated very consistently by the pipe 

symbol in these contexts. No examples have been recorded in the southwestern dialects, where 

glottalisation is otherwise extremely common, since these two contexts have been lost there due to 

contraction affecting VːV sequences and unstressed VV sequences (see §4.1.b.β. and 4.1.b.γ). In some 

Arran examples, voiced fricatives have been preserved and hiatus has never developed, cf. 34 ɛrəvɒᵲ 

(arbhar).  

Glottalisation in consonantal contexts has a somewhat narrower geographical distribution than hiatus 

glottalisation (see Map 4 and Table D). It is well-attested in Gigha, Islay, Colonsay, Easdale, Tiree, 

and at pts 82 (Mull) and 46 (Cowal), and is less frequent in Arran, Coll, parts of Mull, mainland 

Argyll, and in some Lochaber dialects. It also appears to occur less frequently than hiatus 

glottalisation in the dialects in which both exist. Occasional examples have been found in audio 

recordings of speakers from Barra (see §7.3). Glottalisation has also been attested in word-final 

contexts (pre-pausally) in some of these dialects, with the highest frequency in Gigha, Islay, and 

Colonsay, where it is very consistent in general, and at pt 66 (Benderloch) (see Map 5; Table F). 

Glottalisation seems to be more common with certain classes of consonants, e.g. it occurs more 

frequently with sonorants at pts 39, 43, 44, 45, and especially at pt 47 (see Table E). As has already 

been mentioned, however, not all consonant classes are represented sufficiently well in the materials 

(especially fricatives), which makes it difficult or impossible to draw a definite conclusion.  

In the context of voiceless (aspirated) stops, orthographical p t c, glottalisation has been recorded in 

the southernmost mainland dialects: pts 36-49 (see Map 6, and §4.2.b). It appears to be very common 

and to occur more frequently in this environment than with voiced stops in some of these dialects. 

However, no firm conclusions can be made due to the low number of attested examples (see Tables 

G and H).  

It appears that the frequency of the occurrence of glottalisation can also depend on individual speakers, 

i.e. that variation can exist within a single dialect depending on its speakers. Such variation has been 

reported, for example, for Arran.183 One of the two SGDS informants from pt 52 (Craighouse, Jura) 

provided a considerably higher percentage of examples of glottalisation, although it has to be borne 

in mind that far fewer words involving suitable contexts were collected from this informant than the 

other (cf. pts 52 and 52* in Tables A and D).184 This might also (but not necessarily) be one of the 

 
183 Holmer (1957: 38).  

184 The materials from pt 52* have not been published.  
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reasons for the considerable differences between some of the neighbouring SGDS points, for example, 

those in Arran, Cowal, Jura, Coll and Tiree, and in northern Argyll.  
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7. Phonetic nature of Gaelic glottalisation  

7.1. Introduction  

Some general information on glottalisation as a phonetic phenomenon has been provided in §1. There 

have been no extensive phonetic studies of Gaelic glottalisation yet, although an analysis has been 

carried out by A. Scouller as part of his doctoral thesis on the Colonsay dialect.185 A few articles have 

been published which discuss the phonetic properties of certain features which are, or might be, 

related to glottalisation in Gaelic, such as pitch/tone accent186 and epenthesis.187 This section presents 

the results of a general analysis of Gaelic glottalisation, focused on its phonetic realisation and its 

relationship with such phenomena as stress, voicing, and pitch. The analysis sought to answer the 

following questions: (1) What are the basic phonetic properties of Gaelic glottalisation? (2) Is it 

related to voicing, stress, and pitch? (3) How is it related to these phenomena (in case it is)? (4) Does 

the absence of glottalisation in svarabhakti groups (see §5.3) depend on pitch phenomena? Not all 

these questions have been answered fully and will have to be re-addressed in a later study. Dialectal 

differences have been considered in this analysis since the contexts in which glottalisation occurs as 

well as its realisation can vary depending on the dialect. The realisation of glottalisation can also vary 

across speakers of the same dialect, as reported by Holmer for the Arran dialects,188 but this variable 

has not been considered here. Since all speakers were older and most were male, sociolinguistic 

variables such as age or gender have not been considered either.  

Glottalisation has been described as a prosodic phenomenon in Gaelic, a feature related to the pitch 

patterns and tonal accent characteristic of certain dialects (see §8). As explained in §4, it normally 

occurs between two vowels, whereby the first one is stressed and short, and the following one is 

unstressed. In many dialects, the two vowels can be separated by a single voiced consonant or by a 

tautosyllabic consonant cluster (see §4.2). Since glottalisation normally occurs with unaspirated stops, 

which have been transcribed as phonetically voiceless sounds in part of the SGDS records (see §4.2.a), 

attention has been paid to the realisation of these consonants in an attempt to find out whether they 

indeed can be completely voiceless in the contexts which trigger glottalisation. As described in §6, 

although glottalisation is fairly consistent in some dialects, it is not completely regular in any and 

tends to be absent in weakly stressed or unstressed environments. A special attention, therefore, has 

been paid, in this analysis, to the relationship between glottalisation and stress.  

 
185 See Scouller (2017).  

186 Ladefoged et al. (1998).  

187 Bosch & de Jong (1997).  

188 Holmer (1957: 38).  
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7.2. Methodology  

7.2.a. Participants  

This analysis has been carried out using recordings of native speakers of six different Gaelic 

traditional dialects made by the School of Scottish Studies in 1953 (Islay), 1958 (Tiree), 1963 

(Strontian), 1970 (Knapdale), and 1974 (Mull and Barra). All speakers were male apart from the one 

from Barra. The age of the Barra and Mull speakers is unknown, although they were elderly at the 

time of recording, whilst the others were between 65 and 80 years old. It is unknown whether any of 

the speakers spent a significant part of their life outwith their native area, which could possibly have 

affected their use of the dialect. The choice of dialects reflects what is known about the geographical 

distribution of glottalisation – it occurs mainly in hiatus in Strontian and Barra, but it is also common 

in consonantal contexts in Tiree, parts of Mull, Islay, and in the southern part of mainland Argyll. 

These six dialects could also represent other glottalising varieties of Gaelic since the locations in 

which they are spoken are distributed evenly on the map of the area in which glottalisation has been 

recorded.189  

 

7.2.b. Materials  

The duration of each of the six recordings ranges from 4 to 6.5 minutes, except the one of the Islay 

speaker, which is just over one minute long. They contain spontaneous connected speech of the 

informants telling traditional stories or talking about local events. Since the original purpose of the 

recordings was the collection of local lore rather than phonetic research, they were not made in a 

controlled environment. The original recordings were on a five- or seven-inch reel, as follows: Uher 

5” reel (Barra, Mull, Knapdale), Ficord 5” reel (Strontian), Ferrograph 7” reel (Islay), Rep 2 5” reel 

(Tiree); and were digitised on Otari MX-5050 – IEC equalisation into a SADiE BB2-J. The Barra, 

Mull, and Strontian recordings were digitised from an EMI copy reel and captured at 24/96. (SR); the 

Knapdale recording was digitised from an EMI copy reel and captured at 24/96. (SU);190 the Islay 

recording was digitised from the original Scotch reel and captured at 24/96. (SR); and the Tiree 

 
189 A notable exception might be the dialects of Kintyre and Arran, but unfortunately, no good quality recordings of these 

varieties of Gaelic were available.  

190 This tape has been speed-shifted due to a technical problem with the original tape.  
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recording was digitised from the original MSS reel and captured at 24/96. (SR).191 The audio files 

obtained from the School of Scottish Studies were in .wav format.  

 

7.2.c. Analysis  

The initial analysis of the materials was conducted using Praat. 192  The textgrids were created 

manually for that purpose since the CLARIN WebMAUS online application does not include an 

option for force alignment of Gaelic speech recordings. Since a transcription was available for only 

one of the six recordings (i.e. the one from Islay), the other five were transcribed in the lowest tier in 

the textgrids. The words in which glottalisation is expected were annotated and segmented, and 

additional tiers were inserted for coding. Initially, 297 tokens were identified in the recorded materials 

(see Table 4). Most of these were single words, but a few were represented by short phrases containing 

a monosyllabic word followed by another word which is either a clitic or has non-initial stress (such 

as ghabh e or chur a-mach) since glottalisation can occur over word boundaries in Gaelic (see §4.3). 

This number does not include the words in which glottalisation normally occurs but which were 

extremely reduced due to the lack of stress. All 297 tokens were included in the larger part of the 

analysis. Out of that number, however, 58 tokens (19.5% of the original data) had to be excluded 

from the parts that involved F0 measurements, leaving 239 tokens (see Table 5). A few of these 58 

tokens were excluded because of flawed measurements due to background noise and other types of 

interference, but for a great majority of them Praat was unable to calculate the pitch values, 

presumably due to final devoicing, typically occurring at the end of sentences in Gaelic, where most 

of these tokens were found (Figure 6). As will be shown later, the exclusion of these particular 

examples appears to have had an important influence on the results of the analysis since almost all 

these tokens involved strong glottalisation (Figure 7).  

 Barra Strontian Mull Tiree Islay Knapdale Total 

Consonant 59 3 42 53 27 20 204 

Hiatus 23 23 10 23 6 8 93 

Total 82 26 52 76 33 28 297 

Table 4: The number of tokens by dialect and context  

  

 
191 The information on the original recordings and digitisation has been provided by the School of Scottish Studies.  

192 Boersma & Weenink (2020).  
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 Barra Strontian Mull Tiree Islay Knapdale Total 

Consonant 46 3 34 48 24 15 170 

Hiatus 17 18 7 16 3 8 69 

Total 63 21 41 64 27 23 239 

Table 5: The number of tokens with valid F0 measurements by dialect and context.  

Due to the nature of the recorded speech, the tokens used in the analysis were unbalanced. They 

differed, for example, in the number of syllables, syllabic structure, word class, and their position 

within sentences, which affected the level of their prominence. The sample structure, however, did 

make it possible to compare the realisations of glottalisation in a range of different contexts.  

A number of parameters were identified by acoustic profiling:193  

• Context 1 (consonantal / hiatus) was used to identify the frequency of glottalisation in the 

two basic environments generally and in particular dialects.  

• Context 2 (stop / fricative / sonorant / approximant / hiatus) was expected to show the possible 

differences in the frequency of glottalisation in various consonantal environments. This, 

however, turned out to be impossible due to the small amount of data.  

• Glottalisation (strong / weak / absent) – this parameter was partially based on auditory 

perception: glottalisation was coded as ‘strong’ if a period of creaky voice was easily 

identifiable in the spectrogram and waveform; it was coded as ‘weak’ if a pulse or sudden 

increase in ‘tenseness’ was identified auditorily, but it was difficult to detect in the 

spectrogram and waveform.  

• Onset of creaky voice (vowel 1 / consonant / vowel 2 / absent) was identified where the 

‘slowing down’ of the vocal fold vibration was first observable in the spectrograms.  

• Location of creak (both vowels / vowel 1 / vowel 2 / absent) referred to the presence of 

creaky voice in one or both of the two vowels. The first vowel was not taken into account if 

it contained only one or two creaky pulses, in order to enable comparison between this 

parameter and the onset of glottalisation.  

• Voicing (full / partial / absent) was considered full if periodicity could be detected in more 

than 50% of the duration of the consonant (or the closure phase in stops), and partial if it was 

less than 50%. It was considered absent if there was very little or no periodicity. Partial 

voicing was also recorded in some hiatus tokens.  

• Stress (strong / weak / absent) – the degree of stress was determined for a token in relation to 

the neighbouring words. A token was coded as strongly stressed if it was more prominent than 

the surrounding words, and as weakly stressed if it was followed by a more prominent word. 

 
193 Cf. Docherty & Foulkes (1995, 2005).  
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The pitch contour of the token tended to be falling in the former case and rising in the latter. 

A token was considered unstressed if its prominence resembled that of a proclitic.  

The purpose of these parameters in the analysis will be explained in greater detail in the following 

section on the research results.  

The values of each parameter were indicated by corresponding coding labels in different tiers of the 

textgrids. The codes were extracted using a Praat script (see Appendix 8) which produced a .csv file 

also containing F0 measurements of the stressed vowel and the following vowel, as well as the 

difference between the two values. The F0 measurements (in Hz) were taken at the mid point of each 

vowel.  

 

Figure 6: Spectrogram and waveform of the word theine (Islay), showing no periodicity following 

the creaky pulse in the final phase of [e]. This is due to sentence-final devoicing. The blue line 

indicates the pitch contour terminating in the final phase of the stressed vowel and briefly reappearing 

early in the initial phase of the second vowel.  
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Figure 7: Spectrogram and waveform of the word mara (Strontian) showing creaky pulses starting 

in the final phase of [a] and persisting through the rest of the word. Praat was unable to measure F0 

in the final syllable in this token.  

 

7.3. Results  

The frequency of glottalisation and its distribution over the two basic environments in each of the six 

dialects is shown in Table 6. Few tokens of glottalisation in consonantal contexts were recorded in 

Barra and none in Strontian, whereas it was much more common in the other dialects. Glottalisation 

was frequent in hiatus in all six dialects. With the exception of consonantal glottalisation in tokens 

from Barra, these results were expected and correspond to the data obtained from the SGDS records 

although the frequency of glottalisation was lower there for Knapdale and Strontian (pts 50 and 79, 

Appendix 6, Map 1). The proportion of glottalised tokens according to context in each dialect is 

shown in Figure 8. The bar charts show that glottalisation was fairly regular in both main contexts in 

Islay, Mull, and Tiree, and only in hiatus in Strontian. A high percentage of tokens of weak 

glottalisation characterised the latter dialect, but weak glottalisation was completely absent from 

hiatus contexts in Islay and Mull. Weak glottalisation was less frequent than strong glottalisation in 
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each dialect, except with consonants in the Castlebay dialect (Barra), where glottalisation is 

exceptional in that context.  

Dialect  Context  Glottalisation    

Strong Weak Absent Total  

Barra Consonant   7 10 42 59 

 Hiatus  13 2 8 23 

Strontian Consonant  0 0 3 3 

 Hiatus  9 11 3 23 

Mull Consonant  22 7 13 42 

 Hiatus  8 0 2 10 

Tiree Consonant  25 12 16 53 

 Hiatus  16 3 4 23 

Knapdale Consonant  6 5 9 20 

 Hiatus  4 1 3 8 

Islay Consonant  16 3 8 27 

 Hiatus  5 0 1 6 

Total  Consonant  76 37 91 204 

 Hiatus  55 17 21 93 

Table 6: Frequency of glottalisation by context in each dialect.  
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Figure 8: Proportion of glottalised tokens in the data from each dialect according to context.  

The most common realisation of glottalisation in the studied data was creaky voice. Numerous tokens 

were also characterised by other types of phonation, such as whisper (Figure 9), but these can be 

explained as the consequence of sentence-final devoicing, phenomena related to intonation, or extra-
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linguistic factors. The onset of creaky voice was detected in the final phase of the stressed vowel in 

a great majority of tokens (Table 7). This was particularly common in the tokens of hiatus, where a 

fairly creaky phase, creating the auditory impression of glottal stop, was perceived as belonging to 

the stressed vowel on closer inspection (Figure 10). The onset of creak rarely followed a phase of low 

energy, which was also perceived as part of the stressed vowel (Figure 11). With consonants, creak 

normally started in the final phase of the stressed vowel or in the initial phase of the consonant, 

creating the impression of glottal stop preceding the consonant (Figure 12).  

Context  

 

Onset of creaky voice  

Vowel 1  Consonant  Vowel 2  Absent  Total  

Consonant   95 47% 17 8% 0 0% 92 45% 204 

Hiatus  71 76% n/a  1 1% 21 23% 93 

Table 7: Location of the onset of creaky voice by context.  

 

Figure 9: Spectrogram and waveform of the word latha (Barra) showing creaky phonation in the 

final phase of the first vowel followed by devoicing and whisper.  
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Figure 10: Spectrogram and waveform of the word gabhail (Islay). On careful examination, the phase 

of creaky voice segmented as [ʔ] was perceived as belonging to the first vowel.  

 

Figure 11: Spectrogram and waveform of the word nighean (Tiree) showing a decrease of energy 

due to glottal constriction, followed by creak in the second vowel.  
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Figure 12: Spectrogram and waveform of the word mulan (Islay) showing creaky pulses starting in 

the initial phase of [ɫ] and continuing throughout the following vowel.  

After its onset, creaky phonation normally persisted throughout the following vowel in the majority 

of tokens (Table 8). Where no more than one or two glottal pulses occurred in the stressed vowel, 

creak was coded as located only in the second vowel. This enabled comparison of these tokens with 

those involving more creak in the stressed vowel, which showed that hiatus glottalisation was 

characterised by longer periods of creaky phonation in both vowels and very rarely only in the second 

one. In consonantal contexts, however, very few or no pulses occurred in the stressed vowel in the 

majority of tokens. Weakly glottalised tokens were also characterised by a delayed onset of creak. 

The absence of creaky phonation in the second vowel in some tokens was the result of final devoicing. 

The glottalised tokens coded as not creaky involved only one or two glottal pulses in the stressed 

vowel (Figure 6). Creaky phonation sometimes occurred where no ‘classical’ glottalisation 

(resembling a glottal stop) was perceived – this usually started gradually or later on in the second 

vowel, or was dispersed throughout the word (Figure 13). The same phenomenon was recorded in 

long vowels and diphthongs (Figure 14).  
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Dialects  Context  Glottalisation  Location of creaky voice  

All  Vowel 2  Vowel 1  Absent  

Type 1 Consonant   Strong 24 35% 38 55% 1 1% 6 9%   
Weak 3 11% 16 59% 2 7% 6 22%   
Absent 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 46 100%  

Hiatus  Strong 24 73% 3 9% 4 12% 2 6%   
Weak 3 75% 0 0% 1 25% 0 0%   
Absent 1 10% 0 0% 0 0% 9 90% 

Type 2 Consonant   Strong 1 14% 5 72% 1 14% 0 0%   
Weak 3 30% 5 50% 1 10% 1 10%   
Absent 3 7% 14 31% 1 2% 27 60%  

Hiatus   Strong 21 95% 0 0% 1 5% 0 0%   
Weak 9 70% 2 15% 2 15% 0 0%   
Absent 0 0% 1 9% 0 0% 10 91% 

Table 8: Location of creaky voice by context and degree of glottalisation.  

 

Figure 13: Spectrogram of the word fuireachd (Barra) realised sentence-finally, showing a period of 

strong creak starting in the final phase of [ðj] without the auditory impression of a glottal stop.  
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Figure 14: Spectrogram and waveform of the word fhàgail (Tiree) showing a period of creaky 

phonation starting in the later phase of [aː]. This does not create the impression of [ʔ].  

The presence and degree of glottalisation appear to be related to the intensity of stress. In this analysis, 

the data was divided into two groups according to the dialect – type 1 dialects included Tiree, Mull, 

Islay, and Knapdale, and type 2 dialects included Strontian and Barra, where glottalisation is rare or 

absent in consonantal environments. The purpose of this division was to prevent the bias caused by 

the large number of unglottalised tokens involving a consonant, which were found in type 2 dialects. 

The relationship of glottalisation and stress is shown in Table 9. The data shows that glottalisation 

was far more frequent in fully stressed tokens, whereas it tended to be absent from tokens which were 

unstressed or weakly stressed. In some tokens, the absence of stress also led to various forms of 

reduction and hiatus groups were reduced to a single vowel or diphthong (Figure 15).  

Dialects  Stress  Glottalisation  

Strong  Weak  Absent  

Type 1  Strong 95 68% 25 18% 19 14% 

 Weak 7 16% 6 14% 31 70% 

 Absent  0 0% 0 0% 6 100% 

Type 2  Strong  21 60% 9 26% 5 14% 

 Weak  1 9% 3 27% 7 64% 

 Absent  0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 

Table 9: Frequency of glottalisation by stress.  
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Figure 15: Spectrogram and waveform of the phrase gobhair fhiadhaich (Strontian) showing 

reduction in the first word, normally realised as [goˀo̝r] in this dialect, when stressed.  

Special attention was paid to glottalisation in consonantal contexts in Barra, since it has not been 

recorded in this dialect in SGDS. The data presented in Table 10 shows that glottalisation was not 

very frequent in this context in Barra, it was mainly perceived as weak, and it only occurred under 

strong stress. It has to be mentioned that the Barra speaker’s natural voice could be described as 

considerably creaky, which could have influenced the realisation of these tokens.  

Context  Stress  Glottalisation  

Strong  Weak  Absent  

Consonant     Strong 7 17% 10 24% 24 59% 

 Weak 0 0% 0 0% 17 100% 

 Absent  0 0% 0 0% 1 100% 

Hiatus    Strong 13 72% 1 6% 4 22% 

 Weak 0 0% 1 20% 4 80% 

 Absent  0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 

Table 10: The frequency of glottalisation by stress and context in Castlebay (Barra).  
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A relationship was found to exist between glottalisation and voicing, as demonstrated by the data 

presented in Table 11. Glottalisation was almost absent in completely devoiced contexts. In the data 

from both groups of dialects, but especially from type 1, fully voiced tokens displaying strong 

glottalisation were more numerous than either partially voiced but strongly glottalised tokens or fully 

voiced but weakly glottalised tokens. The large number of strongly glottalised tokens with partial 

voicing can be explained by the fact that creaky voice, which is the most common realisation of 

glottalisation, affects periodicity often creating the impression of devoicing. The high numbers of 

(seemingly anomalous) fully voiced but non-glottalised tokens in both groups of dialects can be 

explained in a similar fashion – voicing is full here due to the absence of creaky voice. It has to be 

borne in mind that all tokens involve phonologically voiced sounds, the sole exception being 

unaspirated stops (orthographical b d g), in which voicing seems to be redundant. Even they, however, 

can be fully voiced between vowels (see Figure 16).  

Dialects  Voicing  Glottalisation  

Strong  Weak  Absent  

Type 1  Full 63 47% 21 16% 50 37% 

 Partial  35 73% 10 21% 3 6% 

 Absent  4 57% 0 0% 3 43% 

Type 2  Full  13 33% 12 30% 15 37% 

 Partial  10 91% 1 9% 0 0% 

 Absent  1 100% 0 0% 0 0% 

Table 11: Frequency of glottalisation by the degree of voicing.  
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Figure 16: Spectrogram and waveform of the phrase thug e (Mull) showing periodicity in the closure 

phase of [g].  

A comparison of stress and voicing (Table 12) revealed that devoicing was considerably more 

frequent under strong stress than in weakly stressed or unstressed tokens. This tendency might have 

been caused by glottalisation, i.e. creaky voice, which was also more common under strong stress (cf. 

Table 13).  

Stress  Voicing  

Full  Partial  Absent  

Strong  139 64% 72 33% 6 3% 

Weak  66 90% 6 8% 1 2% 

Absent  6 85% 0 0% 1 15% 

Table 12: The relationship between stress and voicing.  

Particular attention was given to the relationship between glottalisation and voicing in unaspirated 

stops, which have often been described as voiceless (see §4.2.a.α). The analysis showed that these 

sounds were, in fact, usually realised as voiced stops between vowels, at least in these four dialects. 

Partial voicing was fairly frequent in strongly glottalised tokens, presumably due to the devoicing 

effect of creaky phonation. Full voicing was prevalent otherwise. This could be explained as the 
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consequence of the absence or a lower degree of creak and of the spread of periodicity from the 

surrounding vowels.  

Glottalisation  Voicing  

Full  Partial  Absent  

Strong  11 52% 10 48% 0 0% 

Weak  9 69% 4 31% 0 0% 

Absent  7 70% 2 20% 1 10% 

Table 13: Voicing in unaspirated stops and glottalisation in type 2 dialects.  

Disyllabic sequences beginning with a stressed short syllable are usually characterised by a special 

pitch contour involving a more or less abrupt pitch drop between the two syllables. It was assumed, 

therefore, that both creaky phonation and the auditory perception of glottal stop in these contexts 

might be related somehow to this particular pitch contour.194 In order to find out whether this is the 

case and how exactly these two phenomena might be related, a quantitative analysis of F0 transition 

between the two vowels was carried out. The fundamental frequency was measured at the mid point 

of each vowel and the difference between the two values was calculated. Since it had been predicted 

that the degree of pitch drop would depend on the intensity of stress, mean F0 difference values were 

calculated for different degrees of stress, separately for each dialect (Table 14). As expected, the 

results showed that the average values were negative in stressed contexts, revealing that considerable 

pitch drop was likely to occur in strongly stressed tokens. On the other hand, the values were mainly 

positive in unstressed tokens – often followed by a prosodically more prominent word, which can 

lead to an increase in F0 (Figure 17).  

 Stress    

 Strong Weak Absent  

Barra -52 -10.6 14 

Strontian -34.7 -19.1 n/a 

Mull -43.6 -17 7.3 

Tiree -52.4 -16.4 13 

Islay -33.7 -17.7 n/a 

Knapdale -33.8 -14.8 -3 

Table 14: Mean F0 difference (Hz) by the degree of stress.  

 
194 This is sometimes referred to as tone 1 or accent 1 in works on northern dialects (see §8).  
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Figure 17: Spectrogram of the phrase ’s thug e leis (Tiree) showing a rising pitch conture in the first 

(unstressed) part of the phrase and no glottalisation in the word thug.  

Mean F0 difference values were then calculated for each degree of glottalisation and the results 

demonstrated that the average F0 decrease was generally more considerable in glottalised tokens 

(Table 15). The results, however, were somewhat unexpected in that they reflected a more 

considerable pitch drop in slightly glottalised tokens than in strongly glottalised ones, except in Islay. 

This anomaly can be explained as the consequence of the exclusion of almost 20% of tokens from 

the analysis due to failed or flawed F0 measurement – almost all these tokens were strongly glottalised, 

but they occurred at the end of sentences and were affected by final devoicing (Figures 6 and 9). 

Since pitch drop is otherwise common in this position in Gaelic, it can be assumed that it would have 

occurred in these tokens if devoicing had not been complete. Table 16 shows the results for the data 

from Barra based only on the tokens of hiatus. Figure 18 illustrates the tendency of glottalisation to 

occur in tokens of a more considerable negative F0 change.  

 Glottalisation  

 Strong  Weak  Absent  

Barra  -64.1 -73.6 -20.7 

Strontian  -34.6 -31.4 -21.2 

Mull  -41.7 -57 -13.9 

Tiree  -53.1 -54 -14.6 

Islay  -34.1 -12 -18.8 

Knapdale  -31.3 -37 -21.6 

Table 15: Mean F0 difference (Hz) by the degree of glottalisation.  
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 Glottalisation 
 Strong  Weak  Absent  

Barra  -44.8 -81.5 -10.3 

Table 16: Mean F0 difference (Hz) by the degree of glottalisation in tokens of hiatus.  

 

       

Figure 18: Mean F0 difference ratio according to the degree of glottalisation in the two types of 

dialects.  

Finally, mean F0 difference values were calculated for the two groups of dialects, in relation with 

both glottalisation and the intensity of stress (Table 17). The results showed that an increase in F0 

only occurred in unstressed tokens which also lacked glottalisation. Otherwise, negative values 

dominate in the data and the most considerable difference is observed between the values associated 

with the absence vs. presence of glottalisation and, in type 1 dialects, between the values related to 

the difference between weak and strong stress. Like the unstressed tokens, the tokens of weak stress 

normally preceded a prosodically more prominent word in the recorded speech. The unexpectedly 

low values for the tokens of strong glottalisation have already been explained.  
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Dialects  Stress  Glottalisation  

  Strong Weak Absent  

Type 1  Strong  -41.9 -50.8 -34.2 

 Weak  -34 -26.4 -12.8 

 Absent  n/a n/a 7.5 

Type 2  Strong  -40.4 -42.1 -15.7 

 Weak  -40 -39.7 -14 

 Absent  n/a n/a n/a 

Table 17: Mean F0 difference (Hz) by the degree of stress and glottalisation. Only tokens of hiatus 

were included in the data from the type 2 dialects.  

 

7.4. Discussion  

The results of this analysis have shown that glottalisation occurs fairly regularly in Knapdale, Islay, 

and Tiree both in hiatus and in consonantal contexts, whilst it is much less frequent with consonants 

in Barra, and limited to hiatus in Strontian. These finds correspond only partially to the data found in 

the SGDS records from the same dialects, where consonantal glottalisation was not recorded in Barra, 

and the frequency of glottalisation was much lower in Strontian (32% in hiatus) and Knapdale (12% 

in hiatus, 16% with consonants). Additionally, hiatus glottalisation was indicated by a special symbol 

[|] in the SGDS materials from Barra although its realisation does not seem to differ from that heard 

in Islay or Tiree, where the glottal stop symbol was used in SGDS.195  

The most common realisation of glottalisation in Gaelic seems to be creaky phonation. Although it is 

normally perceived as a distinct segment (glottal stop),196 Gaelic glottalisation is in fact a fairly 

extensive period of creak, which can persist into the following vowel, even through an intervening 

consonant, as also reported by A. Scouller for the Colonsay dialect.197 Other realisations have been 

recorded as well, but further research is required to define the particularities of this variation. Creaky 

phonation tends to start in the final phase of the stressed vowel and to continue throughout the 

following syllable. The first vowel tends to be creakier in hiatus, although it has to be pointed out that 

the exact boundary between the two vowels is often difficult to determine: the sequence resembles a 

prolonged vowel or diphthong interrupted by periods of creaky voice. In consonantal contexts, creak 

normally begins either in the final phase of the stressed vowel or in the initial phase of the consonant 

 
195 These materials, however, were not collected by the same fieldworker, which may explain the difference in notation. 

On the other hand, the realisation and frequency of glottalisation can vary across speakers of the same dialect.  

196 Cf. Holmer (1938; 1857); Jones (2000; 2006); Iosad (2015).  

197 Scouller (2017). Cf. also Morrison (2019: 422).  
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– this can also be difficult to determine, especially with sonorants. In sentence-final contexts, a few 

pulses of creaky voice can occur in the stressed vowel, followed by (almost) complete devoicing.  

Gaelic glottalisation appears to be related to voicing, stress, and F0 transitions, and these phenomena 

have also been found to be mutually related. Glottalisation seems to be associated with strong stress, 

at least partial voicing, and significant F0 decrease. Voicing is normally present in this context even 

in stops, for which it is phonologically redundant in Gaelic.198 Stressed vowels are characterised by 

high pitch in Gaelic, which explains the more considerable F0 decrease following stronger stress. 

Glottalisation is much less common in unstressed and weakly stressed tokens, characterised by a 

much less significant drop in pitch or by rising pitch, which can be explained as the consequence of 

their position before a more prominent word in the phrase. The regular absence of glottalisation in 

the context of voiceless fricatives can be explained by the cessation of any vocal fold vibration in 

these environments.199 Sentence-final devoicing, however, does not block glottalisation, presumably 

because it begins only after the onset of creaky voice, followed by a sharp drop in F0 leading to 

voicelessness.  

In other words, the abrupt lowering of F0, typical of the transition from a stressed (and high pitched) 

short vowel to the following vowel, triggers the onset of creaky voice in voiced contexts. The sudden 

change can create some tension in the vocal folds and also constriction, which is the cause of creak.200 

The initial period of creak, which involves a few stronger pulses is perceived as glottal stop. An 

exception to this may be the realisation of weak glottalisation in Islay, where a less significant pitch 

drop has been recorded. A more detailed analysis is required to reach more accurate conclusions.  

In long vowels or diphthongs, however, both the intensity of stress and F0 decrease more evenly and 

even if some creaky voice is present in the final phase of the vowel, the transition is gradual and does 

not normally create the impression of glottal stop. Similar transitions seem to occur in svarabhakti 

groups (see §5.3).  

 

7.5. Conclusion  

The main conclusion is that glottalisation is related to voicing, pitch, and stress in Gaelic, and could 

be the consequence of the abrupt F0 decrease characteristic of the transition from a stressed short 

 
198 Cf. Morrison (2019). Unaspirated stops are realised as fairly devoiced segments in Lewis dialects, where glottalisation 

does not occur, see Nance & Stuart-Smith (2013).  

199 This can be expressed by the [+spread glottis] feature in phonological terms. Cf. Morrison (2019: 423).  

200 Cf. the description of the properties of Gaelic hiatus by Bosch (1998: 12-13) as ‘broken tension’, abrupt changes in 

pitch, and in stress and loudness.  
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vowel to an unstressed vowel under strong sentence stress. It normally starts in the final phase of the 

stressed vowel, typically with only a few glottal pulses, and continues through the following syllable 

(unless the latter is completely devoiced sentence-finally), which creates the auditory impression of 

glottal stop. This impression is not created by a more even F0 decrease typical of long vowels, even 

where creaky voice is present.  

Differences in the precise realisation of the glottalised period have been noticed: most often it is 

creaky phonation, but other phenomena can accompany it or occur instead of it. This has not been 

studied here in detail. The F0 measurements for the Islay data are interesting (unless coincidential) in 

that they reveal a much less significant pitch drop with weak glottalisation, which could have 

implications for the phonological status of glottalisation there (see §8). Some phenomena have not 

been included in this analysis, such as pitch transitions in svarabhakti sequences (especially in dialects 

such as Islay, see §8); realisation of hiatus after a long vowel or the epenthetic vowel in Barra; less 

prominent forms of hiatus in various dialects (which also seem to be the outcome of glottal gestures); 

realisation of voiced stops in these dialects (which can create the auditory impression of geminates); 

but these will have to be considered in another study.  
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8. Phonological status of glottalisation in Gaelic  

The question whether glottalisation is phonetic (i.e. predictable) in Gaelic or it represents a phonemic 

(distinctive) feature is fairly complex and cannot be discussed here in detail. What follows, therefore, 

is only a concise overview of this issue. A few phonetic phenomena which have not been analysed in 

§7 will be mentioned in this section for the sake of clarity. Gaelic glottalisation has been described 

by various scholars as a prosodic feature corresponding to certain tonal or pitch phenomena 

characteristic of various northern dialects.201 Some of these dialects, for example those spoken in 

Lewis, distinguish between two accents or tones – accent 1, occurring in originally disyllabic groups 

that (used to) start with a short vowel, such as bogha or ballag; and accent 2, characteristic of 

etymological long vowels and svarabhakti groups, as in bò or balg. 202  The words in which 

glottalisation occurs in the southern dialects are characterised by accent 1 in the northern varieties.  

Gaelic glottalisation has been described as a suprasegmental feature by E. Ternes 203  and A. 

Scouller.204 According to Ternes, it is a hiatus marker in some dialects, but he analyses it as a 

phonemic feature later on in his book on the Applecross dialect. 205  G. Jones also describes 

glottalisation as phonemic, adducing examples of minimal pairs from Jura: fiʔɑx (fitheach) vs. fiɑx 

(fiach); mɑʔʀiç (mairidh) vs. mɑʀiç (marbhaidh).206 According to P. Iosad,207 glottal stop insertion 

is a phonological process providing a ‘light’ stressed syllable with a mora, i.e. glottal stop is not a 

hiatus breaker, but it rather belongs to the coda of the preceding syllable. In my opinion, this is 

somewhat counter-intuitive since a single intervocalic consonant is usually analysed as part of the 

following syllable or as ambisyllabic.208 In his recent article,209 Iosad adopts a ‘metrical’ approach to 

Gaelic tonal accent: the domain of accentual contrast is a word-final trochaic foot consisting either of 

one heavy syllable (=long vowel or diphthong) or of two light syllables (=short vowels). 210 

Glottalisation is found in the latter context. D. A. Morrison also analyses Gaelic glottalisation within 

a metrical approach, describing it as the epenthesis of [+constricted glottis] between two syllables 

 
201 Cf. Ternes (1980; 2006); Jones (2006); Scouller (2017); Iosad (2015; 2021); Morrison (2019).  

202 Ternes (1980: 82-83; 2006: 138); Iosad (2015: 34; 2021: 185-86); Morrison (2019: 392). For a phonetic description, 

see Ladefoged et al. (1998) and Nance (2015).  

203 Ternes (2006: 136-39).  

204 Scouller (2017: 257).  

205 Ternes (2006: 100, 136-39).  

206 Jones (2006: 200-01).  

207 Iosad (2015: 34-38).  

208 The same applies to the syllabification of svarabhakti sequences proposed by Borgstrøm (1940).  

209 Iosad (2021).  

210 Iosad (2021: 194-95).  
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that form a foot and are not separated by a [+spread glottis] consonant (=voiceless fricatives and 

preaspirated stops), implying that glottalisation is predictable in Gaelic dialects.211  

Although obvious correspondences exist between glottalisation in the southern Gaelic dialects and 

the tonal systems of the northern dialects, the two phenomena differ in some respects. 212  The 

distribution of the two accents is based entirely on the historical (or perhaps phonological) metrical 

structure of the context in which they occur (see Table 18). Glottalisation, however, is absent if the 

two vowels are separated by a voiceless fricative or a heterosyllabic consonant cluster: 55 hɑχər̥ʹ 

(thachair); smul̥ʹka͕χ (smuilceach); so such words cannot be grouped together with those like 55 

b̥ɑˀṙən (barran); whereas they all have accent 1 in the northern dialects. Whilst it is not completely 

clear whether tonal contrast is possible in polysyllabic words in the northern dialects,213 glottalised 

sequences can contrast with long vowels or svarabhakti groups in polysyllables, as evident from the 

examples in Table 19.  

Accent 1  Accent 2  

ɫâː (latha)  <  //ʟa.e//  

 

áɾàn (aran)  <  //araːn//  

ɫǎːn (làn)  <  //ʟaːn//  

bǎːr (bàrr) <  //baʀː//  

àɾám (arm)  <  //arm//  

Table 18.  

 VˀV or VˀCV  Vː or VCV  

40  

53  

55  

kɔˀɔrə (comhartha)  

niˀid̥ərʌχg̊ (nigheadaireachd)  

kɔˀᵲɑg̊ən̥ (corragan214)  

sd̥ɔˑχə (is dòcha215)  

miˑrəḻtʹʃ (mìorbhailt)  

dɔrɑχə (dorcha)  

Table 19.  

It has been recognised in earlier works that glottalisation interacts in one way or another with such 

phenomena as epenthesis or syncope (or its various present-day manifestations).216 These, however, 

can differ depending on the dialect – especially if the reduction of voiced fricatives, whose results 

show great dialectal variation, is considered – so the issue of the phonemic status of glottalisation and 

the afore-mentioned pitch/tone phenomena should probably be tackled by a separate analysis of 

individual dialects or groups of similar dialects. Broadly speaking, the glottalising dialects could be 

divided into at least three main types:  

 
211 Morrison (2019: 423-24).  

212 Cf. Iosad (2021: 188).  

213 See Iosad (2021: 193-95).  

214 Meòirean.  

215 Dòcha.  

216 Cf. Ternes (2006), Morrison (2019), Iosad (2021).  
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• the Barra type dialects, characterised by frequent hiatus glottalisation, tonal oppositions, and 

the type of svarabhakti in which the epenthetic vowel can be a copy of the stressed vowel;217  

• the Mull type dialects, in which glottalisation occurs both in hiatus and in consonantal contexts, 

the epenthetic vowel is a copy of the stressed vowel, and there probably are tonal oppositions;  

• the Islay type dialects, in which glottalisation also occurs in consonantal environments, the 

epenthetic vowel is [ə], and there do not seem to exist any tonal oppositions.  

Glottalisation is most probably predictable in the Barra type dialects, where it appears to be a 

concomitant feature of pitch drop typical of the accent 1 contexts (see §7.4). These contexts can vary 

in detail depending on the dialect and even across speakers so, for example, glottalisation can occur 

in consonantal environments in the Castlebay (Barra) dialect, although this does not agree with the 

SGDS records.218 Glottalisation does not normally occur when pitch drop is less prominent or absent 

due to sentence stress, which explains its inconsistence in these dialects (see §7.3). If the pipe symbol 

used by K. H. Jackson in his records from Barra represents creaky voice, its occurrence in hiatus after 

a long or epenthetic vowel can be explained as the consequence of pitch lowering in the final phase 

of these vowels (cf. Figure 5). Glottalisation is absent from svarabhakti sequences, where pitch drop 

commences in the second syllable, i.e. after the intervening consonant.219 In these dialects, the pitch 

contours (or tones) can be analysed as either phonemic or phonetic: in the latter case, svarabhakti 

sequences have to be regarded as the realisations of phonologically monosyllabic structures, e.g. 

tarbh /tharv/ = [tharav]. This, however, is less convincing because although the examples such as 30 

v[arʹa]|əgh (mharbhadh) can be explained by intervocalic voiced fricative deletion (cf. 30 m[arʹa]v̥ 

(marbh)), svarabhakti is synchronically unmotivated in words like 30 [ɪ̇nɯ]|əs (Aonghas), gʹ[ɛnʹɛ]|əχ 

(gainmheach).220 The alternations presented in Table 20 are the result of syncope and can be analysed 

in terms of the syllabic structure of words – glottalisation occurs only if there is hiatus.221  

 

 

 

 
217 For the different types of epenthesis, see Ó Baoill (1980).  

218 This claim is based on a comparison of the SGDS data and the realisation in audio recordings of native speakers (see 

Appendix 3).  

219 See Bosch & de Jong (1997: 5-11).  

220 It could be explained by positing an underlying consonant in such words, which would cause epenthesis. This and 

other related issues are discussed by Iosad (2021: 190).  

221 Cf. Iosad (2015: 37-38; 2012: 195).  
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 No syncope  Syncope  

89 

83  

84  

79  

u̜ʔu̜̇ɫ (ubhal)  

lʹẹˀur̥ʹ (leabhar)  

aˀuɲ̊ (abhainn)  

b̥oʔoᵲ (bodhar)  

u̜ːɫɤ̜n (ùbhlan) 

lʹ[ẹu]ri̜xʹɪ̈n (leabhraichean)  

[ɯ̈ɪ̇]ɲɪ̈n̥ (aibhnean)  

b̥u̇i̜rɪ̯ɤ̈ (buidhre222)  

Table 20.  

A similar interpretation applies to the Mull type dialects, if they are characterised by tonal oppositions 

corresponding to those in Barra. If the bottom ligature which marks svarabhakti groups in the 

fieldwork records from pts 82 and 83 indicates a special pitch contour, glottalisation could be 

analysed as a phonetic feature (optionally) accompanying accent 1.223 Due to the restrictions in the 

distribution of glottalisation, however, words such as 82 ɪu̯̇χər̥ʹ (iuchair) would belong to the same 

accentual class as 82 pɪụ ̯ ər̥ʹ (piuthar) or du̇ɲ ė (duine). If the pitch patterns are taken to be phonetic, 

svarabhakti groups would have to be analysed as phonologically monosyllabic (as in Barra), which 

is less convincing because accent 2 is synchronically unmotivated in words such as 82 [ara]r̥ʹ (arbhar), 

g[ɛɲa]χ (gainmheach).224  

In the southern dialects and in Tiree, pitch drop appears to start earlier in long vowels and svarabhakti 

groups. It can be accompanied by creaky voice in its final phase, but this is more widely distributed 

and does not create the auditory impression of a glottal stop (see §7.3). The pitch patterns differ in 

words such as falbh and balach, in that pitch drop is gradual in the former and abrupt in the latter, but 

this seems to be the consequence of the presence or absence of glottalisation.225 It is interesting that 

glottalisation has been recorded in Islay in tokens which involved a less considerable F0 decrease, 

which may imply that glottalisation does not always depend on pitch there (see §7.4). This may mean 

that glottalisation is phonemic in these dialects, i.e. that it is not (exclusively) the consequence of the 

articulatory gestures which lead to pitch drop.  

Like the pitch contours in the Barra type dialects, glottalisation can still be analysed as a phonetic 

phenomenon here if svarabhakti groups are interpreted as underlyingly monosyllabic, since 

glottalisation is blocked by a syllable-final consonant (see 4.2): 53 ʃaˀɫəɣ (sealladh) vs. ʃaɫəg̊ (sealg) 

/ʃaɫg/. This would also explain the alternations presented in Table 21. In that case, however, a similar 

 
222 Nas buidhre.  

223 The pitch drop symbol was used frequently to indicate hiatus in the records from pt 81, including hiatus following the 

epenthetic vowel: [ɤ̈nɤ̈]
↓əs (Aonghas). However, glottalisation has not been recorded in any context at this survey point.  

224 This would have to be explained as in Barra (see footnote 220), but including an additional contraction rule.  

225 E. P. Hamp indicated svarabhakti groups by the bottom ligature in his records from Tiree, but see his note quoted in 

footnote 179. The lack of a clear pitch difference between svarabhakti groups and original disyllables in the southern 

dialects has been noted by fieldworkers in some of their records (see the same footnote).  
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problem is encountered as in Mull: the unmotivated lack of glottalisation in words such as 55 mɔrɑr 

(morair) or 40 sɔrɑs (soirbheas); but definitely without a special pitch pattern that would differentiate 

them from words like 40/55 ɑˀrɑn̥ (aran). Cf. also examples like 84 [ara]
ȧr̥ (arbhar). On the other 

hand, the alternations as in 46 uʔəɫ (ubhal) vs. uːɫən (ùbhlan), can be explained as in the other dialects.  

 No syncope  Syncope and epenthesis  

31  

57  

53  

54  

ɫa’vəᵲʧ (labhairt)  

sɛˀvɪɲ̊ (samhain)  

b̥a͕ˀɫəχ (balach)  

kʹɛˀᵰʌχ (ceannach)  

ɫaˑvəri (labhraidh)  

hɛvɪ̈nə (shamhna)  

ɪ̈ va͔ɫəχʌv̥ (a bhalchaibh226)  

çɛᵰʌχəɣ (cheannchadh227)  

Table 21. 

There are indications, however, that glottalisation indeed is phonetic in the southern dialects. It can 

occur after shortened (phonologically long) vowels or diphthongs: 40 g̊ø̇ ̣ˀ ø̇ ̣ (gaoithe); 46 ɫa̱ʔan 

(làmhan).228 Cf. also 53 g̊a͕ˀɫan̥ g̊y̜ˑç (gòbhlan-gaoithe),229 where the glottalisation triggering context 

is the result of reduction in unstressed position.230 It occurs with the reflexes of //hr// and //hn// where 

these are voiced: 40 kɛˀrɑr (ceathrar), cf. 84 kʹer̥ɪr (see §4.2.a.δ); and with orthographical p t c where 

they seem to have merged with b d g in non-initial position: 39/41 taˀb̥ı (tapaidh) (see §4.2.b). 

Glottalisation has even been recorded in svarabhakti groups in some examples: 54 suˀri (suirghe); 

kɔ ̣ˀɲa͕ɫ̥ (coingheall).231 The fact that glottalisation can occur in sandhi in these dialects is perhaps the 

firmest indication of its phonetic nature: 46 ha hʊ̈ʔmı (cha shuidh mi); 57 χaˀd̥əχaˀrɪç (cha do 

charaich) (see §4.4). If glottalisation is a phonemic feature, these examples have to be explained either 

by analogy or as dating from a period in which it was still a phonetic process. Regarding sandhi, the 

monosyllables capable of forming contexts that trigger glottalisation would be classed as inherently 

glottalised, but this property would normally be realised only when a suitable context arises. The 

difference between examples such as 84 sãːʊχ (sàmhach) vs. mãːˀɪź (màthair) might depend on the 

quality of the neighbouring vowels (see §4.1.b.β).  

 

  

 
226 A fhearaibh.  

227 Cheannachadh in the standard orthography.  

228 The latter example has also been recorded at pts 66, 67, 70-72, and 82-84.  

229 This has also been attested at pts 40, 55, 57, and 82.  

230 39 na̱s ᵲiʔɲə (nas rìghne) probably represents a realisation of the unsyncopated form nas righinne.  

231 The former example has also been recorded at pts 44, 53, 55, and 57.  
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9. The origin of Gaelic glottalisation  

The historical origin of glottalisation in Gaelic is another complex topic which cannot be discussed 

here in detail. According to certain theories, non-initial unlenited consonants were geminated in Old 

Gaelic and glottalisation evolved before them as they were shortened, e.g. Old Gaelic becca //begːa// > 

beˀg̊ə.232 Interestingly, in his 1938 monograph on Argyll Gaelic, Holmer described orthographical p 

t c and m as geminates in the contexts in which glottalisation is usually found: pɔtːɑx (bodach), 

khomːə (coma).233 Although it is unclear whether this reflects Holmer’s perception of glottalisation 

or it represents one of the possible realisations of these consonants, impressionistically, unaspirated 

stops following a fully stressed short vowel do appear to be longer than after a long or unstressed 

vowel in some Gaelic dialects, and to involve some ‘glottal tension’ in their closure phase.234 This, 

however, requires further research. In any case, even if Old Gaelic unlenited consonants were indeed 

geminates and that played a role in the development of glottalisation, it cannot have been its only 

source – glottalisation normally also occurs with lenited consonants, which are unlikely to have been 

geminates in Old Gaelic. According to Ó Maolalaigh,235 glottalisation may first have evolved as a 

‘marker of short syllables’, predating the rise of epenthesis, which would explain its absence in 

svarabhakti groups. This would mean that it could be an old and once much more widespread feature 

of Gaelic.  

On the other hand, as demonstrated in §7.3, glottalisation is most consistent in fully stressed words 

involving an abrupt drop in pitch, which often results in creaky phonation in the following syllable. 

The combination of the sudden change in frequency and the onset of creak is perceived as glottal stop. 

If this happens before or during the articulation of a consonant, the glottal pulse occurring in the final 

phase of the stressed vowel or in the consonant is perceived as glottal stop or a form of laryngeal 

tension. Pitch drop following stressed short vowels is well-documented in the SGDS records from 

certain survey points, presumably where it was particularly prominent: 40 fi↓ɪ̈x (fitheach236); 68 

ɹi↑i↓ɛɲ̊ (ri Iain); and especially in those from pt 81: lʹe↓ɪ̈s (leigheas); a↓ʊɲ (abhainn); gʹu↓əs (giuthas); 

where E. Hamp noted possible glottalisation in the second syllable of a few words, such as lʹi̜↓ʊ ɣ 

 
232 Cf. a similar explanation of Gaelic preaspiration in Ó Baoill (1980).  

233 Holmer (1938: 68-70).  

234 Laryngeal tension as part of the realisation of geminates has been reported, for example, for Japanese. See Kawahara 

(2015: 68).  

235 Ó Maolalaigh (2014).  

236 Page 8 of the questionnaire, next to the word fiù.  
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(leaghadh), presumably indicating creaky voice caused by a drop in F0 to a lower level.237 Cf. also 

83 kɔ͂ˀ↓ɛx (coimheach), where glottalisation was strong enough to create the impression of glottal stop. 

When pitch drop is gradual, as in long vowels or svarabhakti groups, glottalisation that may occur in 

their final phase is not perceived as glottal stop except sometimes in hiatus, especially (it seems) if 

the surrounding vowels differ in quality (see §4.1.b.β). Glottalisation is blocked by voiceless 

segments, since the [+spread glottis] feature which characterises them in Gaelic is incompatible with 

glottal constriction (see §4.1).  

The tonal opposition found in the northern dialects arose by contraction of hiatus groups and by 

epenthesis, whereby the difference between the pitch contours typical of earlier long vowels and 

disyllabic groups became contrastive.238 In the southern dialects, glottalisation was a concomitant 

feature of the pitch contour corresponding to accent 1 in the north, so hiatus sequences have not been 

contracted. It could have developed before or after epenthesis, as long as there still existed a difference 

in pitch contour. Due to the presence of glottalisation, however, the relevance of the pitch opposition 

may have diminished, as seems to have happened in Islay, and this opposition may even have become 

redundant in these dialects, resulting in the phonemicity of glottalisation. This, however, requires 

further research.  

 

 

  

 
237 Cf. the note on page 21 (pt 81): ṙʹi↓iʃtʹʃ (a-rithis) ‘slight ʔ on 2nd i. 2 sylls.’; page 24: f[iu]

↓ɪ̇ɲ̊ (feadhainn) ‘ɪ̇ slightly ˀ’; 

lʹi̜↓ʊ ɣ (leaghadh) ‘or perhaps lʹ[i̜u]
↓u̓ɣ (2 sylls)’.  

238 Ternes (2006: 132-33). It is unclear whether this development was influenced in any way by a medieval Scandinavian 

dialect. See Iosad (2015: 48-50).  
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Conclusion  

Glottalisation is present in the dialects spoken in the islands south of Eriskay and Skye, and in the 

mainland dialects south of Loch Ailort and Loch Eil, especially along the western seaboard.  

The pipe symbol indicating hiatus in the published SGDS lists probably represents glottalisation in 

the materials from Barra, and pitch drop in various mainland dialects. This reflects the difference in 

its use by different fieldworkers.  

The most widespread phonological context in which glottalisation is realised is hiatus following a 

stressed short vowel. In Tiree, Coll, parts of Mull, and the areas south and east of that, it also occurs 

if a phonetically voiced consonant or tautosyllabic consonant cluster intervenes, but not before the 

epenthetic vowel. Glottalisation can be realised across word boundaries. Another context is hiatus 

following a stressed long vowel or the epenthetic vowel, where glottalisation has been recorded in a 

few dialects. In some southern dialects, glottalisation has also been recorded in the context of 

historical aspirated stops, which appear to have merged with unaspirated stops there.  

The SGDS records reveal seemingly dialectal differences in the frequency of glottalisation in one or 

more contexts, but these may in fact reflect differences between individual speakers.  

Phonetically, glottalisation is most commonly realised in Gaelic as creaky phonation which begins in 

the final phase of the stressed vowel or in the initial phase of the consonant, and continues throughout 

the following vowel, unless the latter is devoiced sentence-finally. It appears to be the consequence 

of strong stress, accompanied by abrupt pitch drop characteristic of this phonetic environment. It only 

occurs in voiced contexts. The absence of perceived glottalisation in long vowels or in svarabhakti 

groups can be explained by the gradual decrease of F0 in these contexts.  

The phonological status of glottalisation may differ in various dialects. It appears to be predictable in 

most dialects where a difference exists between the pitch contours of (1) long vowels and svarabhakti 

groups and (2) original disyllabic sequences, including hiatus. This opposition does not seem to exist 

in the southern dialects, such as those of Islay, where glottalisation may have become a distinctive 

feature. This, however, requires further phonetic research.  

The historical origin of glottalisation in Gaelic can be explained by its present-day phonetic causes. 

It evolved as a concomitant feature of abrupt F0 decrease and might have become phonemic in some 

dialects due to the possible loss of the pitch opposition between the original disyllabic sequences and 

svarabhakti groups. In case this opposition has never existed in such dialects, it has to be assumed 

that glottalisation evolved there before epenthesis.  
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Appendix 1: Modifications to the symbolisation used in the SGDS materials and other sources  

• the voiced velar fricative symbol ʒ has been replaced by ɣ;  

• the central high vowel symbol ʎ has been replaced by ɯ;  

• most superposed and all postposed shift signs used with vowels (e.g. a͐ or a˔) have been 

replaced with their subscript equivalents (a͕, a̝);  

• in diphthongs, nasality is indicated separately above each symbol (e.g. ãũ) instead of a 

single tilde extending over both symbols;  

• subscript wedge (ˬ) indicating devoicing has been replaced by a subscript ring (˳); or by a 

superposed ring with g ŋ ɲ;  

• various palatalisation symbols have been replaced by a prime (ʹ);  

• various aspiration symbols have been replaced by superscript h;  

• bottom ligature indicating diphthongs and svarabhakti groups has been replaced by subscript 

brackets (e.g. [au], [ana]);  

• the pitch drop symbol ( ̄|̠ ) has been replaced by a superscript downwards arrow (↓);  

• syllabicity is indicated by an understroke ( ̩ ) instead of a subscript ring;  

• superscript glottal stop has been replaced by a superscript apostrophe (e.g. r );  

• the hyphen (-) has been replaced by the pipe (|) and vice versa in part of Anthony Dilworth’s 

materials, except in §3.  
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Appendix 2: Primary sources – SGDS fieldwork notes and fair copies239  

Survey 

point  

Informant  Place of residence (and upbringing)  Place of 

upbringing  

14  

15  

16  

19  

23  

27  

28  

29  

30  

31  

32  

33  

34  

35  

35*  

36  

37240  

38  

38*  

39  

40  

 

41  

 

42  

43  

44  

45  

45* 

46  

47  

48  

 

49  

50  

51  

Lu*  

52  

52*  

52**  

53  

53*  

54  

55  

56  

57  

58  

59  

60  

61  

62  

63  

Angus MacDonald  

Donald MacQueen  

Lachlan MacDonald   

Lachlan MacDonald  

Miss Christine MacKay  

Michael Mackinnon  

Niall Gillies & Miss Mary Gillies  

Niall Sinclair  

Miss Annie Johnson  

John McBride  

John Robertson,  

Willie Currie  

John MacLeod  

Mrs Sillars (née Kerr)  

Callum Robertson  

Neil MacDougall   

Neil MacDougall  

John Taylor  

Geo. Thomson  

Dugald McFater,  

Peter MacCallum & Marian 

MacCallum  

Miss Sarah McPhail & Miss 

Catherine McPhail   

John Campbell  

Sandy MacArthur  

Neil MacArthur,  

Mrs Mary Buchan Simpson  

John Black  

Miss Harriet Crawford  

Donald Munro  

Donald Turner & Mrs Isabella 

Turner  

Duncan Campbell  

James MacKellar  

Donald MacKechnie  

Peter MacDougall  

Malcolm MacArthur  

Ann Buie  

Donald MacDougall  

Esther MacDougall  

Donald MacDougall  

Duncan Heads  

Alexander MacKinnon  

Alastair Ferguson  

Miss Annabella MacNeill 

Mrs Margaret MacCallum  

William Dewar  

Duncan MacIntyre  

Duncan Macdougall  

Mrs Margaret Whyte  

Ian Black  

Old Kilpatrick, Dunbartonshire  

Clydebank  

Fort William  

Sollas, North Uist  

West Gerinish, South Uist  

Eoligarry, Barra  

Garrygall, Castlebay, Barra  

Leideag, Castlebay, Barra  

The Glen, Castlebay, Barra  

Shannochie Farm, Arran  

Haycocks, Kilpatrick, Arran  

Laggmore, Machrie, Arran  

Brodick, Arran  

Daisybank, Shiskine, Arran  

North Newton, Arran  

Carradale, Kintyre  

Carradale, Kintyre  

Muasdale, Kintyre  

Muasdale, Kintyre  

Campbeltown, Kintyre  

 

Ardminish, Gigha  

 

Achavallaich, Clachan, Kintyre  

Tarbert, Kintyre  

Achachoish, Knapdale, Mid-Argyll  

South Knapdale, Mid-Argyll  

Glendaruel, Cowal  

Tighnabruaich, Cowal  

Stuckreoch, Strathlachlan, Cowal  

Furnace, West Loch Fyne, Mid-Argyll  

 

Minard, West Loch Fyne, Mid-Argyll  

Kilmartin, Mid-Argyll  

Tayvallich, North Knapdale, Mid-Argyll  

Inverlussa, Jura  

Toberonochy, Luing  

Craighouse, Jura  

Craighouse, Jura  

Craighouse, Jura  

Port Askaig, Islay  

Port Askaig, Islay  

Port Ellen, Islay  

Bowmore, Islay  

Cultroon, Rhinns, Islay  

Tigh na Mara, Colonsay  

Craignish, Mid-Argyll  

Ellanbeich, Easdale  

Kilmore, Oban, South Lorn  

Culrioch, Kilchrenan, South Lorn  

Inverlochy, Dalmally, South Lorn  

Stronmilchan, Dalmally, South Lorn  

St Kilda  

St Kilda  

St Kilda  

 

 

Bruernish  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pirnmill  

Catacol  

 

 

 

Crubisdale  

 

Killean/Kilmory  

 

 

 

Portachoillan  

 

Balure  

Drumdrishaig 

Duiletter  

Kilfinan  

 

Auchindrain  

 

 

Duntroon/Crinan   

Arinafad Beg  

 

 

Ardfarnal  

Oban/Craighouse  

 

Heather Houses  

Caol Ila  

 

 

Carn Tormisdale  

Lower Kilchattan  

Loch Beag  

 

 

Portsonachan  

 

 

 
239 The numbers written in bold refer to the survey points for which the original fieldwork materials were unavailable 

(§0.1). The asterisk indicates the survey points at which the unpublished materials have been collected (§0.2).  

240 The same informant was interviewed at pts 36 and 37 by different fieldworkers (see SGDS I, 85).  
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64  

65  

66  

67  

68  

69  

70  

71  

72  

73  

74  

74*  

75  

76  

77  

78  

79  

80  

81  

82  

82*  

82**  

83  

83*  

84  

85  

85*  

86  

87  

 

88  

89  

 

90*  

91  

92  

93  

94  

94*  

95  

95*  

96  

97  

98  

99  

100  

101  

102  

103  

116  

167  

167*  

168  

169  

170  

171  

172  

 

188  

Mrs MacLarty  

Miss Catriona Campbell  

Miss Lizzie Campbell  

Miss MacLucas  

Duncan Black  

Sam MacColl  

Mrs. R. MacColl  

Robert MacDonald  

John MacDonald  

Ewan MacDonald  

Donald MacDonald  

Archie MacInnes  

John MacDonald  

Davis Cameron  

Mr John Stewart  

Miss Kate Boyd  

Donald MacPherson  

Mrs Dolly MacDonald  

Dugald MacArthur  

Miss Jean Gibson  

Calum MacDonald  

Calum Maclean  

Mrs Mary MacColl  

Archibald MacFadyen 

Lachlan Macdonald  

John Mackinnon  

John MacFadyen  

Mrs Mary Mason  

Donald Campbell  

 

Mrs Mary MacDonald  

Ailean Cameron  

 

Cap. Angus MacDonald  

Peter MacQueen  

Donald MacDonald  

Mr. Angus MacDonald  

D. Ferguson  

Hugh Mackinnon  

Mrs MacLean  

John MacLeod  

Roddie MacRae  

John Sinclair  

John Chisholm  

Duncan MacRae  

John MacRae  

Alec Fraser  

Alec MacKenzie  

Miss Gordon  

Duncan MacKay  

Miss Jessie Gray  

Miss MacDonald  

Peter Fraser 

Mrs Catherine Frazer  

Thomas Frazer  

Mrs. MacDonald 

Mrs. Jessie Macaskill  

 

Mrs Bella Millin  

Ichrachan, Taynuilt, South Lorn  

Achadacallen, Taynuilt, South Lorn  

Black Crofts, Loch Etive, Benderloch  

Kiel, Benderloch  

Achnacroish, Lismore  

Port Appin, Appin  

Portnacrois, Appin  

Tigh Phuirt, Glencoe, Appin  

Ballachulish, Appin  

Moy, Laggan, Upper Badenoch  

Bohuntin, Roybridge, Lochaber   

Achluachrach, Roybridge, Lochaber   

High Bridge, Spean Bridge, Lochaber  

Muirshearlich, Banavie, Lochaber  

Kinlocheil, Lochaber  

Garvan, Locheilside, Ardgour  

Strontian, Sunart and Ardnamurchan  

Lochaline, Morvern  

Rowantree, Achnacraig, Mull  

Knockan, Bunessan, Mull  

Uisken, Bunessan, Mull  

Achnacraig, Mull  

Torloisk, Mull  

Gribun, Mull  

Balemartine, Tiree  

Arinagour, Coll  

Arinagour, Coll  

Achnacriche, Bunavullin, Morvern  

Glenborrodale, Sunart and 

Ardnamurchan  

Kilchoan, Sunart and Ardnamurchan  

Kentra, Acharacle, Sunart and 

Ardnamurchan  

Kinlochmoidart  

Ardmore, Arisaig  

Bunacaimb, Arisaig  

Morar Village, Morar  

Kildonan, Eigg  

Muck  

Canna  

Sanday, Canna  

Kingie, Glenquoich, Knoydart  

Arnisdale, Knoydart  

Galltair, Glenelg  

Leacachan, Letterfearn, Glenshiel  

Ault a’ Chruinn, Glenshiel  

Inverinate, Kintail  

Carn Du, Dornie, Kintail  

Duirinish, Lochalsh  

Lochcarron, Wester Ross  

Invermoriston, NW Inverness-shire  

Invermoriston, NW Inverness-shire  

Culnacarn, Glenmoriston  

Inverfarigaig, NE Inverness-shire  

Bailebeg, NE Inverness-shire  

Fort Augustus, NW Inverness-shire  

Easter Mandally, Invergarry, NW 

Inverness-shire  

Laggan Bridge, Upper Badenoch  

 

Taynuilt  

 

 

Achanuaran Farm  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Morar  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ardachoirc  

 

 

Carsaig  

Burg Farm  

 

 

Sorisdale/Oban  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Langall  

Borrodale  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Kinloch Hourn  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Achnaconeran  

 

Dalcreichart  

Trinloist  

Trinloist  

 

 

 

Drumgask  
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Appendix 3: Primary sources – audio recordings obtained from the School of Scottish Studies 

Sound Archives (published on Tobar an Dualchais: www.tobarandualchais.co.uk)  

ID number  Contributor  Area  Title  Fieldworker   

1963  

SA1953.074  

Archie Cameron 

(1873)  

468  

Inversanda, 

Ardgour, 

Argyllshire  

Naidheachd air 

feadhainn a ghoid 

mart  

Calum Iain 

Maclean  

2467  

SA1954.056  

Donald MacEachen  

4410  

Back of Keppoch, 

Arisaig & Moidart, 

Inverness-shire  

Naidheachd bho na 

mairbh.  

Calum Iain 

Maclean  

2845  

SA1955.160  

Murdo John 

Maclean  

235  

Achiltibuie, 

Lochbroom,  

Ross & Cromarty  

Clann Mhurchaidh 

Riabhaich…  

Calum Iain 

Maclean  

3797 

SA1953.010.B1  

Lachlan MacLeod 

(1881-1973)  

30  

Bruernish, Barra, 

Barra, Inverness-

shire  

An gobha a chaidh 

a dhiùltadh aig 

doras Nèimh agus 

doras ifrinn.  

Calum Iain 

Maclean  

5320  

SA1953.134.A12  

Dugald Smith  

239  

Ballygrant, Islay, 

Killarrow & 

Kilmeny, 

Argyllshire  

Cleas aig mèirlich 

air fear nach 

reiceadh feur nuair 

a bha…  

Calum Iain 

Maclean  

5900  

SA1953.077.B3  

Duncan Campbell  

1228  

Easdale, 

Kilbrandon & 

Kilchatton, 

Argyllshire  

Rud os-nàdarra a 

thachair dhan 

fhiosraiche.  

Calum Iain 

Maclean  

19801  

SA1962.006  

Kate Gillies (1891-

1979)  

3135  

Caolis, Vatersay, 

Barra  

An teaghlach à 

Pabaigh a fhuair 

gibht na mnatha-

glùine.  

Elizabeth Sinclair  

21266  

SA1964.077  

Nan MacKinnon 

(1903-1982)  

1864  

Vatersay, Barra, 

Inverness-shire  

Bean-sìthe a’ 

bruidhinn ri fear a 

bha a’ buain 

murain.  

Anne Ross  

21370  

SA1964.077  

Nan MacKinnon 

(1903-1982)  

1864  

Vatersay, Barra, 

Inverness-shire  

Fear a chunnaic 

sithichean air an 

oidhche. 

Anne Ross  

28715  

SA1954.052  

William 

MacDonald (1880-

1959)  

4286  

Arisaig, Arisaig & 

Moidart, Inverness-

shire  

Mac na Banntraich, 

an caman, is na 

fuamhairean.  

Calum Iain 

Maclean  

29906  

SA1954.038  

Donald MacEachen  

4410  

Back of Keppoch, 

Arisaig & Moidart, 

Inverness-shire  

’S Fhada Bhuam 

Fhìn Bonn Beinn 

Eadarra.  

Calum Iain 

Maclean  

31765  

SA1958.002.6  

Donald Sinclair 

(1885-1975)  

829  

West Hynish, 

Tiree, Tiree, 

Argyllshire  

Oisean an dèidh na 

Fèinne: mar a 

dh’fhalbh Oisean, 

am fear…  

Hamish Henderson  

34417  

SA1959.059  

Duncan Macintyre 

(1891-1966)  

4887  

Kilmore, Kilmore 

& Kilbride, 

Argyllshire  

Naidheachd mun 

dà-shealladh.  

Calum Iain 

Maclean  

36100  

SA1959.092  

Duncan Macintyre 

(1891-1966)  

4887  

Kilmore, Kilmore 

& Kilbride, 

Argyllshire  

Ulaidh a 

dh’adhbharaich 

murt mic.  

Calum Iain 

Maclean  

36102  

SA1958.092  

Duncan Macintyre 

(1891-1966)  

4887  

Kilmore, Kilmore 

& Kilbride, 

Argyllshire  

Ainm-aite: Carn 

Ailpein.  

Calum Iain 

Maclean  

36132  

SA1958.094  

Angus Cameron  

5004  

Newton, 

Ardnamurchan, 

Argyllshire  

Am balach a 

chroch robair.  

Calum Iain 

Maclean  
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37245  

SA1963.025  

Alasdair Cameron  

4165  

Strontian, 

Ardnamurchan, 

Argyllshire  

Sgeulachd mu 

dheidhinn 

Shomhairle Mhòir 

a’ sabaid an 

aghaidh…  

Dr John MacInnes  

37248  

SA1963.025  

Alasdair Cameron  

4165  

Strontian, 

Ardnamurchan, 

Argyllshire  

Donnchadh Bàn 

agus a mhiann 

adharc gobhar 

fhaighinn airson…  

Dr John MacInnes  

39703  

SA1958.085  

Christina Bell 

(1892-1974)  

5330  

Taynuilt, 

Ardchattan & 

Muckairn,  

Argyllshire  

Chuidich 

MacCaluim 

croitear sa chùirt 

agus bha suipeir 

mhòr…  

Calum Iain 

Maclean  

39707  

SA1958.085  

Sandy Livingstone 

(1886-1961)  

5002  

Glencoe, Lismore 

& Appin, 

Argyllshire  

Fiosrachadh mun 

Bheothachan 

Mholach, sinnsear 

an fhiosraiche…  

Calum Iain 

Maclean  

39710  

SA1958.085  

Hugh MacKenzie  

5008  

Benderloch, 

Ardchattan & 

Muckairn, 

Argyllshire  

Shàbhail 

Caimbeulach Loch 

nan Eala an 

seirbheiseach 

aige…  

Calum Iain 

Maclean  

42204  

SA1974.100  

Mrs Mary 

MacKinnon  

7161  

Castlebay, Barra, 

Barra, Inverness-

shire  

An Codaidh agus 

am bodach 

Èirisgeach.  

Mary MacDonald  

Dr Emily Lyle  

42205  

SA1974.100  

Mrs Mary 

MacKinnon  

7161  

Castlebay, Barra, 

Barra, Inverness-

shire  

An Codaidh ag 

iarraidh iasg air an 

iasgair Èirisgeach.  

Mary MacDonald  

Dr Emily Lyle  

42206  

SA1974.100  

Mrs Mary 

MacKinnon  

7161  

Castlebay, Barra, 

Barra, Inverness-

shire  

An Codaidh agus 

an Sgoilear Bàn.  

Mary MacDonald  

Dr Emily Lyle  

43322  

SA1965.128  

John Robertson 

(1871)  

5654  

Shiskine, Arran, 

Kilmory, Bute & 

Arran  

Boireannach anns 

an sgìre aig an robh 

an droch-shùil.  

Dr John MacInnes  

44227  

SA1964.006  

Hugh MacKinnon  

(?-1972)  

5679  

Cleadale, Eigg, 

Small Isles, 

Inverness-shire  

Mar a fhuair a’ 

Ghobhar Ghlas a 

minn air ais nuair a 

dh’ith…  

Donald Archie 

MacDonald  

45450  

SA1965.123  

Duncan Ferguson 

(?-1981)  

5736  

Sandavore, Eigg, 

Small Isles, 

Inverness-shire  

Beachdan ionadail 

air mort Eige.  

Donald Archie 

MacDonald  

46208  

SA1974.114  

John Campbell  

5658  

Bunessan, Mull, 

Kilfinichen & 

Kilvickeon, 

Argyllshire  

Naidheachd mu 

theaghlach a 

chuireadh as an 

taigh leis an…  

Eric R. Cregeen  

Rev. Donald W. 

MacKenzie  

48365  

SA1972.076  

Sandy MacPhee 

(1892-1973)  

5914  

Inverie, Glenelg,  

Inverness-shire  

Fiosrachadh mu 

shabaid aig 

tiodhlacaidhean.  

Alan J. Bruford  

Donald Archie 

MacDonald  

48864  

SA1969.174  

Charles Cameron 

(1896-1970)  

5946  

Spean Bridge, 

Kilmonivaig, 

Inverness-shire  

Grunn 

naidheachdan 

ceangailte ri 

Alasdair Bàn a’ 

Bhòcain  

Dr. John MacInnes  

55358  

SA1970.361  

Sandy Campbell 

(1895-1971)  

5938  

Knapdale, North 

Knapdale, 

Argyllshire  

Sgeulachd mu 

chreach.  

Donald Archie 

MacDonald  

Eric R. Cregeen  

56642  

SA1972.077  

Alexander 

MacDougall (1905-

1988)  

6469  

Morar, Glenelg, 

Inverness-shire  

Fear a’ dannsadh 

ann an sìthean fad 

bliadhna.  

Donald Archie 

MacDonald  

Alan J. Bruford  
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58141  

SA1954.136  

Donald Kennedy  

6552  

Eilean Shona, 

Arisaig & Moidart, 

Argyllshire  

Na Caimbeulaich ’s 

Clann Iain ann an 

Àird nam Murchan.  

Calum Iain 

Maclean  

66215  

SA1980.028  

Kenneth Chisholm  

6915  

Letterfearn, 

Glenshiel, Ross & 

Cromarty  

Donnchadh Mòr: 

an duine làidir.  

Donald Archie 

MacDonald  

Ian Fraser  

Alan J. Bruford  

69898  

SA1972.013  

Duncan Matheson 

(1929-2010)  

1851  

Camusluinie, 

Kintail, Ross & 

Cromarty  

Mar a fhuair an 

Naomh Faolan 

comas leighis.  

Donald Archie 

MacDonald  

Ian Fraser  

101027  

SA1971.022  

John Shaw (1909)  

4153  

Norman 

MacDonald (1912-

1988)  

6061  

Craighouse, Jura, 

Argyllshire  

Ardfin, Jura, 

Argyllshire  

Naidheachdan 

beaga agus 

fiosrachadh à Diùra  

John MacLean  

Morag MacLeod  
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Appendix 4: The SGDS survey points by fieldworker241  

Fieldworker  Survey points  

Anthony Dilworth  66, 67, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 86, 88, 89, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 

97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 116, 167, 168, 171, 172, 188  

Kenneth H. Jackson  19, 28, 29, 30, 75  

Fred MacAulay  14, 15,242 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 37, 39, 41, 42, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 58, 60, 62, 

65, 169, 170  

Terence McCaughey 27, 43, 61, 63, 64, 87, 90  

Eric P. Hamp  16, 40, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56,243 57, 59, 68, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85  

Derick S. Thompson  36, 38244  

 

 

 

Appendix 5: Transcription of non-initial unaspirated stops in the SGDS materials245  

Fieldworker  Word-internal position  Word-final position  

Anthony Dilworth  

Kenneth H. Jackson  

Fred MacAulay  

Terence McCaughey  

Eric P. Hamp  

p t k – d̡̥̥ǯ / d̡̥̥ʃ / t̡̥ʃ  

b̥ d̥ g̊ – d̥ʒ / p t k – ʧ  

b̥ d̥ g̊ – d̥ʒ  

b̬ d̬ g̬ – d̬ʒ 

b̬ d̬ g̬ – d̬ʹź̬   

p t k – t̡̥ʃ 

b̥ d̥ g̊ – d̥ʒ / p t k – ʧ246  

p t k – ʧ  

p t k – d̬ʒ́  

b̬ d̬ g̬ – d̬ʹź̬ / d̬ʹʃ  

 

  

 
241 The numbers written in bold refer to the survey points for which only the fair copies of the materials were available.  

242 The recordings from pts 14 and 15 were transcribed by KHJ.  

243 The recordings from pt 56 were transcribed by KHJ.  

244 The recordings from both survey points were transcribed by AD.  

245 This refers primarily to unaspirated stops following a short stressed vowel. The affricates have been included here 

since they are realisations of palatalised dental stops.  

246 The symbols b̥ d̥ g̊ are common in all positions in the records from pt 75. Both sets are used in all positions in the 

materials from pts 28-30, with p t k dominating word-finally.  
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Appendix 6: Maps  

 

Map 1: Hiatus glottalisation following a stressed short vowel.  
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Map 2: Hiatus glottalisation following a stressed long vowel.  
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Map 3: Hiatus glottalisation following the epenthetic vowel.  
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Map 4: Glottalisation in the context of word-internal voiced consonants.  
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Map 5: Glottalisation in the context of word-final voiced consonants.  
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Map 6: Glottalisation in the context of voiceless (aspirated) stops.  
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Appendix 7: Glottalisation in the SGDS records – statistics  

Table A: Hiatus glottalisation following a short vowel  

Survey 

point  

All examples 

of hiatus  

Glottalised (ˀ)  Percentage  Hiatus (|)  Percentage  

14  7  0  

16  2  3  

19 67 1 1 0  

23 70 4 6 0  

27 72 0  4 6 

28 70 0  61 87 

29 70 0  53 76 

30 72 0  63 88 

31 93 80 86 0  

32 85 20 24 0  

33 91 79 87 0  

34 93 24 26 0  

35 81 72 89 0  

36 82 23 28 25 30 

37 93 30 32   

38 80 7 9 34 43 

39 90 18 20 0  

40 68 65 96 0  

41 99 9 9 0  

42 86 0  0  

43 91 0  13 14 

44 95 1 1 0  

45 89 2 2 0  

46 99 85 86 0  

47 64 8 13 0  

48 100 29 29 0  

49 109 35 32 0  

50 113 13 12 0  

51 94 0  0  

52 71 33 46 0  

52* 33 25 76 0  

53 95 93 98 0  

54 97 95 98 0  

55 87 85 98 0  

56 64 61 95 0  

57 103 101 98 0  

58 64 10 16 0  

59 108 68 63 0  

60 65 4 6 0  

61 88 1 1 2 2 

62 64 1 2 0  

63 89 1 1 1 1 

64 100 0  69 69 
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65 66 7 11 0  

66 96 77 80 3 3 

67 91 65 71 11 12 

68 102 2 2 0  

69 95 0  16 17 

70 89 50 56 5 6 

71 108 54 50 18 17 

72 104 75 72 12 12 

73 96 0  10 10 

74 99 1 1 37 37 

76 91 5 5 8 9 

77 95 1 1 13 14 

78 97 80 82 6 6 

79 105 34 32 12 11 

80 101 85 84 8 8 

81 100 3 3 0  

82 96 84 88 0  

83 112 96 86 0  

84 99 51 52 0  

85 95 12 13 0  

86 98 32 33 26 27 

87 67 0  22 33 

88 110 12 11 51 46 

89 97 28 29 16 16 

90 71 1 1 12 17 

90* 105 14 13 47 45 

91 91 9 10 53 58 

92 68 0  34 50 

93 99 0  43 43 

94 109 68 62 0  

94* 108 69 64 0  

95 102 24 24 0  

96 68 3 4 30 44 

97 68 0  14 21 

98 64 0  12 19 

99 66 1 2 17 26 

100 64 1 2 14 22 

101 63 0  8 13 

102 67 0  12 18 

103 66 0  9 14 

116 67 0  5 7 

167 81 0  34 42 

167*  79 0  34 43 

168 60 0  18 30 

171 88 0  47 53 

172 99 0  49 49 

188 84 0  5 6 
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Table B: Hiatus glottalisation following a long vowel  

Survey 

point  
Hiatus (all)  Glottalised (ˀ)  Percentage  Hiatus (|)  Percentage  

14  1    

16  1  1  

28 11 0  11 100 

29 11 0  10 91 

30 11 0  10 91 

31 5 2 40 0  

33 6 2 33 0  

35 7 3 43 0  

38 4 0  2 50 

41 8 1 13 0  

46 12 2 17 0  

59 13 1 8   

64 13   1 8 

66 15 1 7 1 7 

67 13 1 8 3 23 

69 14 0  3 21 

70 11 1 9 2 18 

71 12 1 8 2 17 

72 13 2 15 2 15 

73 11 0  1 9 

74 14 0  3 21 

74* 15 0  2 13 

78 13 5 38 0  

79 10 1 10 0  

80 10 0  3 30 

83 15 2 13 0  

84 16 4 25 0  

86 12 1 8 0  

87 11 0  4 36 

88 11 0  1 9 

90 11 0  1 9 

90* 11 1 9 0  

91 10 0  4 40 

92 8 0  3 38 

93 12 0  4 33 

94 15 1 7 0  

94* 15 1 7 0  

96 11 0  2 18 

97 10 0  3 30 

98 11 0  3 27 

99 9 0  2 22 

100 7 0  3 43 

101 10 0  2 20 

102 10 0  2 20 

103 11 0  1 9 
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116 11 0  1 9 

167 12 0  9 75 

167* 13 0  8 62 

168 11 0  4 36 

171 10 0  7 70 

172 9 0  7 78 

188 10 0  1 10 

 

 

Table C: Hiatus glottalisation following the epenthetic vowel  

Survey 

point  
Hiatus (all)  Glottalised (ˀ)  Percentage  Hiatus (|)  Percentage   

28 8 0  6 75 

29 10 0  9 90 

30 11 0  11 100 

38 2 0  1 50 

70 2 0  1 50 

71 9 1 11 0  

72 10 3 30 1 10 

78 6 4 67 0  

83 10 9 90 0  

87 10 0  4 40 

90 9 0  1 11 

93 9 0  1 11 

96 10 0  1 10 

97 11 0  2 18 

167* 2 0  1 50 

171 4 0  2 50 

172 4 0  1 25 

 

 

Table D: Glottalisation in consonantal contexts  

Survey 

point  
All  Glottalised  Percentage  

27  2   

31 156 66 42 

32 148 3 2 

33 150 48 32 

34 135 8 6 

35 145 31 21 

36 144 2 1 

37 172 21 12 

38 135 0 0 

39 161 39 24 

40 134 124 93 

41 168 35 21 
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42 145 1 1 

43 144 11 8 

44 144 17 12 

45 137 13 9 

46 153 105 69 

47 81 5 6 

48 144 26 18 

49 154 26 17 

50 166 27 16 

51 162 0  

51* 28 16 57 

52 131 66 50 

52* 51 40 78 

53 161 153 95 

54 159 151 95 

55 157 146 93 

56 88 85 97 

57 189 178 94 

58 81 9 11 

59 163 86 53 

60 91 2 2 

61 138 0  

62 81 2 2 

63 139 0  

64 134 29 22 

65  5   

66 153 52 34 

67 154 60 39 

68 159 22 14 

69 144 0  

70 137 20 15 

71 160 0  

72 137 1 1 

77 11 2   

78 21 13   

80 105 11 10 

81 166 1 1 

82 187 131 70 

82* 12 12  

83 159 29 18 

84 174 147 84 

85 173 39 23 

85* 15 2  
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Table E: Glottalisation in consonantal contexts (%)  

Survey 

point  

Voiced stops Voiced 

fricatives  

Unlenited 

sonorants  

Lenited 

sonorants  

31 34 47 42 46 

32 4 0 4 0 

33 10 57 27 43 

34 0 0 4 13 

35 20 20 16 28 

36 0 0 0 4 

37 26 0 13 8 

38 0 0 0 0 

39 3 21 26 36 

40 92 77 95 95 

41 50 14 15 12 

42 4 0 0 0 

43 3 0 16 2 

44 6 0 11 16 

45 13 0 6 12 

46 32 80 76 79 

47 0 0 75 29 

48 16 0 26 13 

49 26 0 18 11 

50 31 17 16 8 

51 0 0 0 0 

52 88 0 64 33 

52* 84 0 76 73 

53 100 78 98 92 

54 100 67 95 95 

55 97 86 98 87 

56 95 0 93 100 

57 100 84 93 94 

58 29 0 6 3 

59 63 25 47 53 

60 6 0 3 0 

61 0 0 0 0 

62 [2]    

63 0 0 0 0 

64 24 0 20 24 

65 [4]  [1]  

66 83 0 18 18 

67 58 17 25 42 

68 37 0 4 11 

69 0 0 0 0 

70 56 0 0 0 

71 0 0 0 0 

72 3 0 0 0 

77 [2]    

78 [10]   [3] 
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80 38 0 6 2 

81 0 0 2 0 

82 67 22 77 72 

83 8 0 34 0 

84 86 50 82 33 

85 5 0 28 0 

 

 

Table F: Glottalisation in the context of word-final voiced/unaspirated stops  

Survey 

point  
All  Glottalised  Percentage  

31 18 2 11 

32 18 0  

33 18 1 6 

34 18 0  

35 18 3 17 

36 19 0  

37 24 2 8 

38 18 3 6 

39 25 0  

40 14 6 43 

41 27 0  

42 22 1 5 

43 22 0  

44 25 2 8 

45 19 1 5 

46 18 0  

48 23 0  

49 27 0  

50 27 0  

51 26 0  

52 20 2 10 

53 25 3 12 

54 34 13 38 

55 27 8 30 

56 10 9 90 

57 32 9 28 

58 10 0  

59 26 3 12 

60 10 0  

61 23 0  

62 10 0  

63 20 0  

64 20 0  

65 0 0  

66 31 12 39 

67 29 4 14 
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68 32 0  

69 32 0  

70 28 5 18 

71 35 0  

72 31 0  

73 0 0  

74 1 0  

75 0 0  

76 1 0  

77 3 2 67 

78 3 2 67 

79 1 0  

80 15 0  

81 27 0  

82 30 4 13 

83 27 0  

84 28 0  

85 26 0  

 

 

Table G: Glottalisation in the context of word-internal voiceless stops  

Survey 

point  
All  Glottalised  Percentage  

33 9 1 11 

36 6 0 0 

37 7 0 0 

38 9 1 11 

39 14 5 36 

40 10 7 70 

41 15 11 73 

42 11 3 27 

43 10 1 10 

44 9 3 33 

45 12 1 8 

46 9 5 56 

47 2 1 50 

48 11 2 18 

49 10 3 30 

 

 

Table H: Glottalisation in the context of word-final voiceless stops  

Survey 

point  
All  Glottalised  Percentage   

36 12 1 8 

37 11 6 55 

38 12 3 25 
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39 10 9 90 

40 9 0  

41 12 11 92 

42 12 12 100 

43 9 3 33 

44 13 12 92 

45 12 5 42 

46 12 7 58 

47 8 5 63 

48 13 5 38 

49 9 5 56 
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Appendix 8: Praat script used in the phonetic analysis – to extract phonetic measurements and 

coding labels from the annotated textgrids  

### JSS edited 14 Sept 21; Joe Pearce 2021 - script to measure f0 in intervals preceding and following non-blank 

intervals on a different tier, adapted from a script by Katherine Crosswhite 

### 

 

###Description of this script (Katherine Crosswhite) 

##  This script measures f0 and the first three formants at the midpoint of the vowel, and appends the 

##  results to a text file.  It will be called "formant-log.txt", and will be written to the same 

##  directory holding your sound files. 

##  To run this script, you will have to have a bunch of sound files with accompanying text grids.  The 

##  locations of vowels to be measured must be marked in tier 1 of the textgrid.  Anything with a non-null 

##  label in that tier will be logged. 

##  JSS edited further so that all coding in tiers 1-7 are also extracted. 

###End of description 

 

##  Specify the directory containing your sound files in the next line: 

 

##  Now we will do some prep work to get your log file ready.  The first thing I usually do is 

##  make sure that I delete any pre-existing variant of the log: 

 

filedelete f0-log.csv 

 

##  Now I'm going to make a variable called "header_row$", then write that variable to the log file: 

 

header_row$ = "Filename, Sound, Context1, Context2, Glottal, Onset, Creak, Voicing, Stress, Word, Sound_start, 

Sound_end, F0_prev_vowel, F0_following_vowel, F0_difference" +  newline$ 

header_row$ > f0-log.csv 

 

##  The next three lines are a form that will pop up when the script is run, allowing the 

##  user to specify which tiers to use 

 

form Enter which tiers to look at and measure 

 integer Look_at_tier 1 

 integer context2_tier 2 

 integer glottal_tier 3 

 integer onset_tier 4 

 integer creak_tier 5 

 integer voicing_tier 6 

 integer stress_tier 7 

 integer Measure_tier 8  
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endform 

 

##  Now we make a list of all the sound files in the directory we're using, and put the number of 

##  filenames into the variable "number_of_files": 

 

Create Strings as file list...  list *.wav 

number_files = Get number of strings 

 

# Then we set up a "for" loop that will iterate once for every file in the list: 

 

for j from 1 to number_files 

 

     #    Query the file-list to get the first filename from it, then read that file in: 

 

     select Strings list 

     current_token$ = Get string... 'j' 

     Read from file... 'current_token$' 

 

     #    Here we make a variable called "object_name$" that will be equal to the filename minus the ".wav" extension: 

 

     object_name$ = selected$ ("Sound") 

 

     #    Now we'll re-select the sound object, and do a pitch analysis: 

 

     select Sound 'object_name$' 

     To Pitch... 0.01 75 600 

 

     #    Now we get the corresponding TextGrid and read it in: 

 

     Read from file... 'object_name$'.TextGrid 

 

     #    Now we query the TextGrid to get find out how many intervals there are in tier 1, storing 

     #    that number in a variable called "number_of_intervals".  This is used to set up a for loop 

     #    that will be used to go through each of the intervals and measure it (if its label is non-null). 

 

     select TextGrid 'object_name$' 

     number_of_intervals = Get number of intervals... look_at_tier 

     for b from 1 to number_of_intervals 

         select TextGrid 'object_name$' 

          interval_label$ = Get label of interval... look_at_tier b 

          if interval_label$ <> "" 

  int_start = Get starting point: look_at_tier, b 
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  int_end = Get end point: look_at_tier, b 

  int_measure = Get interval at time: measure_tier, int_start 

  sound_label$ = Get label of interval: measure_tier, int_measure 

  context2_label$ = Get label of interval: context2_tier, b 

  glottal_label$ = Get label of interval: glottal_tier, b 

  onset_label$ = Get label of interval: onset_tier, b 

  creak_label$ = Get label of interval: creak_tier, b 

  voicing_label$ = Get label of interval: voicing_tier, b 

  stress_label$ = Get label of interval: stress_tier, b 

   

  word_tier = measure_tier + 1 

  int_word = Get interval at time: word_tier, int_start 

  word_label$ = Get label of interval: word_tier, int_word 

 

  prev_num = int_measure - 1 

  follow_num = int_measure + 1 

 

  prev_start = Get starting point... measure_tier prev_num 

                prev_end = Get end point... measure_tier prev_num 

 

               prevmidpoint = prev_start + ((prev_end - prev_start) / 2) 

 

  follow_start = Get starting point... measure_tier follow_num 

                follow_end = Get end point... measure_tier follow_num 

 

               followmidpoint = follow_start + ((follow_end - follow_start) / 2) 

 

                select Pitch 'object_name$' 

                prev_f_zero = Get value at time: prevmidpoint, "Hertz", "Linear" 

  follow_f_zero = Get value at time: followmidpoint, "Hertz", "Linear"  

   

  difference = follow_f_zero - prev_f_zero 

                 

  sep$ = "," 

 

#header_row$ = "Filename, Sound, Context1, Context2, Glottal, Onset, Creak, Voicing, Stress, Word, Sound_start, 

Sound_end, F0_prev_vowel, F0_following_vowel, F0_difference" +  newline$ 

 

              fileappend f0-log.csv 'object_name$''sep$' 'sound_label$' 'sep$''interval_label$' 'sep$' 'context2_label$' 'sep$' 

'glottal_label$' 'sep$' 'onset_label$' 'sep$' 'creak_label$' 'sep$' 'voicing_label$' 'sep$' 'stress_label$' 

'sep$''word_label$''sep$''int_start:3''sep$''int_end:3''sep$''prev_f_zero:0''sep$''follow_f_zero:0''sep$''difference:0''new

line$' 
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          endif 

     endfor 

 

     #  By this point, we have gone through all the intervals for the current sound object and 

     #  textgrid, and written all the appropriate values to our log file.  We are now ready to go on to 

     #  the next file, so we close can get rid of any objects we no longer need, and end our for loop 

 

     select all 

     minus Strings list 

     Remove 

endfor 

 

# And at the end, a little bit of clean up and a message to let you know that it's all done. 

 

select all 

Remove 

clearinfo 

print All files have been processed. 

 

## written by Katherine Crosswhite 

## crosswhi@ling.rochester.edu 

## adapted by Joe Pearce 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


